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tunes for  107–8
woodcut illustrations  107
writers/publishers  105, 106
Broke, Thomas  652
Brome, Alexander  108–9
and *Lachrymae musarum*  108, 663
*The poems of Horace*  108, 333
royalism  678
satire  108–9, 665
song-writer  764
and Stanley  923
Brome, Henry  108
Brome, Richard  110–14
commendatory poem  350
contract for work  111–13
and Fletcher, John  350
and Ford  357
and Shirley  879
and Stanley  923
on Stubbes  939
works
  *The Antipodes*  110, 112, 113, 563
  *Five new playes*  108, 764
  *Lachrymae musarum* (edit)  113, 221, 429, 663
  *The late Lancashire witches* (with Heywood)  111, 487
  *The weeding of Covent-Garden*  111, 879
Bronfman, Judith  787
Brontë, Charlotte: *Jane Eyre*  132
Brooke, Arthur: *Romeus and Juliet*  776
Brooke, Christopher  114–15
Addled Parliament  114–15
collaborative work  114–15
and Donne  114, 115
and Wither  1068
Brooke, Henry  816
Brooke, Lord: see Greville, Fulke
Brooke, Nicholas  687
Brooke, Ralph: *A discoverie of certayne erreurs*  141
Brooke, William  444
Brooks, Harold  109, 560
Brooks, Thomas  193
Brooksby, Philip  106
Brotherton, Edward Allen  1004
Brotherton Collection  1003, 1004
Broughton, Hugh  679, 813
  *Concent of Scripture*  907
Brown, Cedric C.  121, 951
Brown, Georgia 726
Brown, John 824
Brown, N. P. 901, 902, 903, 904
Brown, Sylvia 546
Browne, John 47
Browne, Mary 326
Browne, Richard 326, 1042–3
**Browne, Thomas 115–20**
- Book of Common Prayer 88
- and Harvey, William 458
- as influence 117
- works
  - *Hydriotaphia, urne-buriall* 118–19, 120, 298
  - *Pseudodoxia epidemica* 117–18, 119
  - *Religio medici* 67, 116–17, 276
**Browne, William 120–2**
- and Brooke 114
- as influence 121
- *The shepheard's pipe* 115, 120, 121, 1068
Browning, Elizabeth Barrett 121, 1017
Browning, Robert 1069
Brownlow, Frank W. 901, 902
Bruce, D. H. 832
Bruce, Robert 633, 676
Bruce, Yvonne 100
Bruno, Giordano 354
Bruschetto, Antonio 123
**Brut y twysogyon** 609
Brutus legend 501, 721, 745, 1011
Bry, Theodore de 441–2
**Bryan, Francis 122–3**
Brydon, Michael 506
Brylinger, Nicholas 365
**Bryskett, Lodowick 123–5**
- *Discourse of civil life* 124, 913
  - in Ireland 123–4
  - and Rich, Barnabe 830
Bucer, Martin 183, 375, 497, 651, 652, 866
**Buchanan, George** xlvii, 125–7
- and Burton 136
- and Corbett 216
- humanism 125
- as influence 83, 127
- and James VI and I 537
- and Mair 634
- on Mary, Queen of Scots 142
- as neo-Latin poet 125, 126
- in Portugal 126
in Scotland 125, 126
- works
  - *Baptistes sive calumnia* 74, 126, 411
  - *Historia rerum Scoticarum* 82
  - *Jepthes sive votum* 74, 126
Buckingham, Duke of: see Villiers, George
Buckler, Edward 560
Budé, Guillaume 586
Bull, Henry 987
Bull, John 547
**Bullein, William 127–9**
Bullen, A. H. 688
Bullinger, Heinrich 387, 583
Bullokar, John: *A true description* 681
Bullough, Geoffrey 405
Bulman, James 670
**Bunyan, John 129–34**
- allegory 132, 133
- anti-Quakerism 130, 131
- and Bayly 58
- as Congregationalist 132
- as influence 75, 132–3
- on Johnson, Richard 549
- and Overton 751
- *The pilgrim’s progress* 129, 132, 133, 194, 676
- as prisoner of conscience 131
- religious conversion 130
Buonaccorso de Montenagno: *Declamatio de vera nobilitate* 675
Burbage, Richard 655, 683, 873, 1029
Burby, Cuthbert 401, 679
Burckhardt, Jacob xlvii
Burghley: see Cecil, William
Burgundy manuscripts 172
Burke, Victoria 681
Burnet, Gilbert: *History of the Reformation* 852
Burnham, Frederic B. 1002
Burns, Robert 297
Burre, Walter 62
Burrough, Edward 76, 361
- *The true faith of the gospel of peace* 130
- *Truth (the strongest of all)* 130
Burrow, Colin 291, 330
**Burton, Robert 134–9**
- *The anatomy of melancholy* 134–8, 357, 974, 1075
- Bodleian library 82
- body/mind distinction 135
cartography 135
on poetry 136
political allegiance 137–8
on travel literature 135, 136
Busenello, Giovanni 1016
Busher, Leonard 751
Butler, Edmund 382
Butler, Gerald 417
Butler, Joan 122
Butler, Martin 113, 417, 556
Butler, Samuel
on Benlowes 67
and Davenant 249
Habington’s The queene of Arragon 417
Hudibras 602, 1001
on news-writers 738
parody 92
Butterworth, C. C. 652
Button, Ralph 213
Byddell, John 211
Bynneman, Henry 378
Byrd, William 1009, 1023
Psalms, sonets and songs 957
Byron, George Gordon 567–8
Cabala, mysteries of state 595
Cadiz expedition 274, 277
Caius, John 588
De cannibus Britannicus 347
Calamy, Edward 193
Calderón de la Barca, Pedro 852
Caldwell, Ellen M. 630
Calhoun, Thomas O. 224
Callaghan, Dymphna 976
Calvert, Giles 23, 156
Calvin, Jean
Institutes of the Christian religion 150, 436, 529, 746
and Knox 87, 569
psalms 475, 801
to Seymour, Anne 865–6
Calvinism
Bacon, Francis 33
Baxter 53, 54
Daniel 247
Drury 306
in Fleming 346
Googe 390–1
Hooker 506
Hutchinson 527
international 435
Lilburne 598
predestination 188, 243, 360
providentialism 94
Cambrai, Treaty of 341
Cambridge Platonists 243, 1040
Cambridge University
Beaufort’s patronage 59
salting 820
Camden, Vera J. 234
Camden, William 140–5
antiquarianism 140–4, 1011
death of 116
on Elizabeth I 316
endowing Oxford chair 142, 1036
Greek school grammar 141
and Greville 404
and Hayward 462
as influence 140
and Leland 585
in memory of 383
Norden’s maps 741, 742
Society of Antiquaries 907, 932
works
Annales rerum Anglicarum 385, 797
Britannia 84, 140, 142–4, 197, 295, 504, 567, 589, 907
Camdeni insignia 116
Cameron, Kenneth N. 961
Cammm, Mabel 23
Cammm, Thomas 24
Camões, Luís vaz de 333
Campanella, Tommaso 36, 136
La città de sole 449
Campbell, Gordon 694
Campbell, Lily B. 342, 490, 740, 850
Campion, Edmund
and Camden 140
Catholic Association 52
execution of 4, 721, 1010
and Humphrey 525
memorial image of 217
and Norton 746
and Pierrepoint 65
and Stanyhurst 925
translation of Expugnatio Hibernica 500
Campion, Thomas 145–7
and Barnes 778
and Dowland 287
in Englands Parnassus 259
printed works 1009
on Sackville 850
songs, lyrics and music 145
works
Observations in the art of English poesie 146, 247
Poemata 47
‘There is a garden in her face’ 75
Cantimpré, Thomas of 752
Canute 103–4
Capito, Wolfgang 767, 986
Capp, B. S. 837
Car, Thomas 232
Caradoc of Llancarfan: Brut y twywsgoyon 609
Cardano, Girolamo 36, 136
Cardanus comorte 380
Carew, George 140
Carew, Richard 140, 143, 330, 926, 932
‘The excellencie of the English tongue’ 926
Carew, Thomas 147–8
as Cavalier poet 623
and Davenant 250, 251
and Donne 278, 566
and Jones 550
metrical psalms 800
and misattribution 937
prefatory poem for Davenant 671
and Villiers 662
Carey, Daniel 420, 422, 735
Carey, Henry, Lord Hunsdon 577
Carlell, Lodowick 879
Carleton, Dudley 147, 736, 1078
Carley, James 587
Carlson, Arvid J. 953
Carlson, David R. 45, 1051
Carmelites 41
Caroline drama
Cavendish’s support 881
masque-hybrid 882
masques 147–8, 170, 880
public drama 113
rivalry 879
support for 881
tragicomedy 879
women actors 148
see also specific playwrights
carpe diem lyrics 664, 888
Carpenter, Frederick Ives 99, 228
Carr, Robert
and Chapman 177, 180
dedications to 249
and Donne 278
and Howard, Frances 180, 215, 329, 686, 1078
Carroll, D. Allen 414, 415
Carson, Neil 257, 258
Cartari, Vincenzo: Imagini delli dei de gl’antichi 325
Carter, Angela 359
Carthusians 89
Cartier, Jacques
Navigations and discoveries 354
A shorte and briefe narration 421
cartography
Burton 135
and history 1021
Norden 143
Saxton 143, 854
Speed 143, 906
Stow 933
Cartwright, John 1056
Cartwright, Kent 311, 400, 745, 796
Cartwright, Thomas
and Lilburne 597
repressed 616
and Whitgift 543
works
A parte of a register 338
A replye to an answere 659
The royal slave 963
Cartwright, William 148–50
in Britanniae natalis 148–9
Comedies, tragi-comedies, with other poems 149, 783, 786
commendatory verses for 783
on Stubbes 939
Vaughan on 1002
and Wild 1056
Cary, Elizabeth 150–4
Catholicism 152–3
The tragedie of Mariam 9, 151, 153, 155, 1080
Cary, Henry 152
Cary, Lucius, Lord Falkland 154–6
anti-Catholic letters 155
in collections of works 155
with Culpeper 155
Great Tew circle 187, 223, 348, 437, 493, 1014
on history 533
and Hyde 531, 532, 534
Jonson on 152
and Montagu 703
and mother, Mary 153
and Sandys 853
Cary, Lucy: The Lady Falkland, her life 150–1, 152, 153
Cary, Mary 156–8
and Fell 337
as Fifth Monarchist prophet 76
as sectarian writer 186
Caryl, Joseph 634, 635
Casaubon, Isaac 142
Casaubon, Meric 335
Case, John 525
Case, Thomas 193
Castello, Sebastian 188
Castelnau, Michel de 354
Castiglione, Baldassare
The book of the courtier 197, 496, 497, 498–9, 656, 849, 953
and Marston 653, 655
and Thomas 953
Castle, Edward 22
Catalogue of English literary manuscripts 1005
catechetical sermons 862, 863
Catherine of Braganza 333
Catholicism
Allen 3, 4
Antichrist 365
Bolton 84
Cary, Elizabeth 150, 152–3
Crashaw 231, 232, 233
Digby 276
Dryden 299, 302
early modern 878–9
and Elizabeth I 316
Florio 354
Gardiner 375
Grymeston 412–13
Heywood, John 482, 483, 484, 485
Howard, Anne 510–11
Hyde 535
Index of Prohibited Books 525
infallibility 187
Italy 15
Latin liturgy 86
Lodge 613
Mary I, Tudor 29, 127, 342, 388–9, 419
Massinger 668
Paynell 767, 768
Sander 851, 852
Southwell, Robert 900, 901, 902–4
Spenser on 911
Stafford 920
Stanyhurst 925, 926
Thimelby 950–1
Tichborne 955
Verstegan 800, 1010, 1011
Wright, Thomas 1075
see also anti-Catholicism; recusancy
Catty, Jocelyn 625
causality principle 573
Cauthen, Irby B. 849–50
Cavalier poets
Brome 109
Carew 147, 623
Herrick 623
Lovelace 620, 621, 622, 623–4
Marvell 663
Stanley 923
Suckling 623, 940
women’s role 149
Cavanagh, Dermot 745, 796
Cave, Richard 113
Cavendish, Charles 161, 169, 170, 492–3
Cavendish, George 158–9
Life and death of Cardinal Wolsey 158–9, 840
Cavendish, Jane 159–61
and Brackley 162
‘On the death of my dear sister’ 94
Cavendish, Margaret 161–9
authorship 162
critique of Restoration 166
family background 161–2
gender 164
heroines 166
and Hutchinson 530
marriage 161, 170
paratextual materials 161, 162
Cavendish, Margaret (Continued)
publication 786
Royalist values 165, 166
self-presentation 163
social reform 168
and step-daughter, Jane 159
works
Natures pictures 161, 162, 163, 170
Observations upon experimental
philosophy 165, 170
Oration 162, 164, 167, 170
Philosophicall and physical opinions 161,
164, 170
Philosophical letters 170
Plays 170
Poems and fancies 161, 162, 164, 165, 170
Sociable letters 162, 163, 167–8, 170
The worlds olio 161, 162, 170

Cavendish, William 169–71
biography of 166–7
and Charles II 170
closet drama 169
and daughter, Elizabeth 92–3
and daughter, Jane 159
and Hobbes 491
and Jonson 557, 558
marriage 161, 170
Royalist forces 169–70
and Shirley 881
on Sociable letters 167–8

Caxton, William 1, 171–5
Aesop’s fables 174
Anelida and Arcite 173
Arabic biographies 174
ars moriendi 174
Arthurian legends 174
and Beaufort 60
books of manners 174
broadsheet advertisement 173–4
in Bruges 171–2
Buonaccorso’s work 675
Chaucer’s works 173, 174
Cicero’s works 174
in Cologne 172–3
dictionary 174
Enyedos 174
Fifteen Oes 175
Golden legend 174
Horae ad usum Sarum 173
Lydgate’s work 173
Mair on 634
Ovide moralisé 387
pamphlet-printing 173
The recuyell of the historyes of Troye 171, 172,
173
Sarum ordinale 173
schoolbooks 174
Thou fiers god of armes 173
translations 171, 172, 174–5
Cecil, Mildred 372
Cecil, Robert
and Andrewes 5
and Devereux 274
and Dowland 287, 288
and Gorges 392
and Hakluyt 420
New Exchange 556
and Ralegh 816, 819
Cecil, William, Lord Burghley 1
and Bacon, Anne 29
and Bacon, Francis 34
and Boece 82
and Camden 142
and Chaloner 176
and Cheke 182, 183
Chute’s petition to 191
Day’s patron 365
dedications to 13, 372, 626, 774, 808
and Devereux 274
and Dyer 308
and Fenton 340
and Gascoigne 380
and Googe 390, 391
and Grimald 411
humanism 182
and Jewel 542
letter form 593
and Ralegh 815–16
Saxton’s maps 854
and Sidney, Robert 891
and Smith, Thomas 897
and Spenser 912–13
and Wilson, Thomas 1061
works
The copie of a letter ... Don Bernardin
Mendoza 593

1104 INDEX
INDEX 1105

The copie of a letter...Marie of Scotland 593
Salutem in Christo 593
Cefalu, Paul 965
Celtic British Church 43
Celtis, Conrad: *Germania illustrata* 142
censorship 901
‘The censure of a parliament fart’ 114
Centerwall, Brandon 843
Cerasano, S. P. 152, 154, 1043
Cervantes, Miguel de: *Don Quixote* 1077
Chaderton, Laurence 814
chain of being concept 782
Challen, W. H. 993
Chalmers, Hero 164, 166, 784
Chalonor, Thomas 175–7
  and Cecil, William 176
  Charles V 175
  Cromwell, Thomas 175–6
  Edward VI 176
  Elizabeth I 176
  and Googe 390
  Henry VIII 176
  and Humphrey 525
  and Nedham 731
  as republican wit 438
Chamberlain, John 1, 736
Chamberlain, Neville 88
Chambers, E. K. 258, 963
Chambers, R. W. 713, 838
Chapman, George 177–82
  city comedy genre 178
  and Devereux 274
  Enargia 181
  Homer translation 177, 181, 1014
  imprisoned 178, 555
  and Marlowe 643
  on Middleton, Thomas 688
  patrons 177, 180, 181, 892
  and Russell, Lucy 847
  Stoic philosophy 179
  and Whitney 1045
  works
    *Bussy D’Ambois* 179, 1029
    *Chabot admirall of France* 179, 881
    *Eastward hoe!* (with Jonson and
      Marston) 178, 553, 555, 657
    *The revenge of Bussy D’Ambois* 572
  chapmen 106
  Chappuys, George 780
  character books 430
  Charles, Amy 468–9
  Charles, Duke of Burgundy 172
  Charles, Prince of Wales 57
  Charles I xliii, 1074
    accession to throne 879
    and Beaumont, John 66
    and Bolton 85
    Brome, Alexander, on 108–9
    and Carew, Thomas 147
    and Cartwright 150
    and Cavendish, William 166–7
    compared with King David 534
    dedications to 73, 457–8
    *Eikon basilike* 479, 924, 948
    executed 70, 76, 1070
    fall of 157
    and Fanshawe family 331
    and Farnaby 335
    Fifth Monarchists 610
    Forced Loan 492
    and Harrington 437–8
    Henrietta Maria 93, 416
    and Hyde 531
    letters captured 595
    and May 673
    proposed Spanish marriage 6
    on Sales 232
    and Waller 1013
    and Wotton 1074
    see also Marston Moor
  Charles II xlv, 21, 87, 301
    Anglicanism 328, 329
    and Browne, Thomas 119
    and Cavendish, William 170
    Corbett’s celebratory poems 216
    and Davenant 251–2, 253
    dedications to 328, 330
    and Fanshawe family 331, 333
    and Hobbes 493
    persecution of dissenters 336
    Restoration 129
    toleration of Catholics 965
    Waller on 1015
  Charles V, Holy Roman Emperor 12, 175, 824
  Charleton, Walter 21, 162, 165
  Charlewoode, John 658
Charlton, Margaret 53
Charron, Pierre 1019
Chartier, Alain: Curial 174
Chartier, Roger 208
Chaucer, Geoffrey 907
  burial place 142
  as influence 197, 286, 603
  and Stow 931
works
  Book of fame 174
  The Canterbury Tales 128, 136, 173, 174,
  211, 310, 483
  ‘The former age’ 828
  The parliament of fowls 136, 212, 675, 824
  Troilus and Criseyde 136, 149, 174
Cheatham, George 845
Cheevers, Sarah 76
Cheke, John 182–4
  and Ascham 13
  and Cranmer 182–3
  on Demosthenes 1061
  and Hoby 497, 498
  humanism 183
  and Humphrey 525
  and Jewel 542
  Mary I, Tudor 183
  and Smith, Thomas 182, 183
  as tutor of Edward VI 182
Cheeney, Patrick 641
Cheeney, Thomas 988
Chepman, Walter 304
Chernaik, Warren 662, 1014
Chester, Robert: Loves martyr 653, 681, 1008
Chettle, Henry 184–5
  collaborative work 184–5, 793, 794
  and Day 257
  with Drayton 294
  and Greene 184
  with Haughton 459
  imprisoned for debt 264
  on Shakespeare 867
works
  Englands mourning garment 295
  Kind-harts dreame 184, 402
  The second part of Black Bateman of the
  north 793
Cheyne, Charles 160
Cheynell, Francis 187
Cheyney, Richard 743
  chiasmus 1015
Chidley, Katherine 185–7
  animadversions 186
Child, Francis 105
Child, Harold H. 625
child-rearing practices 508
childbirth 530, 733
childhood mortality 541
Children of Paul’s
  Beaumont and Fletcher 62, 348
  Lyly 631
  Middleton 682, 683, 684, 685
  Percy 778
  songs for 826
Children of the Chapel 631
Children of the Chapel Royal 655
  see also Children of the Queen’s Revels
Children of the King’s Revels 49–50, 294, 639
Children of the Queen’s Revels
  Beaumont and Fletcher 62, 63, 348
  and Daniel 248
  Day 258
  Marston 654
  Middleton 682, 683, 684
Children of the Revels 778
children’s names, Puritan 338
Childs, Jesse 516
Chillingworth, William 187–9, 437
  The religion of Protestants 155, 187, 188, 947
chivalric conventions 1077
  see also courtly love
chorography 142, 143–4, 295, 930, 932, 933
Christ Church, Oxford 1003
Christian IV 357
A Christian letter of certaine English
  Protestants 506
Christianity
  allegory 391
  dualism 403
  interpretations of 360
  see also specific sects
Christianson, Paul 859
Christine de Pisan 7
  Morale proverbes 174
Christmas, Garrett 686
Christopherson, John 51, 74
Chrysostom, St John 203
Church of England
  Andrewes 5
  Audland on 23
  Aylmer 27
  bishops 26
  Book of Common Prayer 85–9
  Jewel 543
  re-establishment of 131
  see also Anglicanism
Church of Scotland 126
Churchill, Caryl 689
Churchyard, Thomas 189–90
  and Googe 390
  and Hake 418
  miscellaneous poems 1008
  and Rich, Barnabe 831
  translation of du Bartas 74
  works
    Churchyardes challenge 190, 191
    A generall rehearsal of warres 189, 382
    Tragedie of Shores wife 246
Chute, Anthony 190–2
Chymical Club 1001
Chytraeus, David 387
Cibber, Colley 688
Cicero
  on history 709
  as influence 136, 183, 203
  rhetoric 206, 1061
  works
    De amicitia 174, 311, 432
    De nobilitate 174
    De officiis 15, 411, 928, 1052
    De republica 763
    De senectute 174, 1052
    Epistolae ad familiares 315, 922
    Paradoxa 1052
    Pro M. Marcello 315
    Tusculan disputationes 1075
Cinque Ports 891
Cinthio, Giambattista Giraldi
  De gli hecatommithi 124
  Tre dialoghi della vita civile 124
  citations 637
  city comedy genre 149, 178, 459, 686, 687, 871, 1029
Clapham, Henoch: A briefe of the Bibles historie 73

Clarendon: see Hyde, Edward, earl of Clarendon
Clarendon code 667
Clark, Andrew 22
Clark, Peter 1042
Clark, Roger G. 566–7
Clark, Sandra 63
Clarke, Danielle 625
Clarke, Elizabeth 159, 681
Clarke, George 662
Clarke, John: Formulae oratoriae 335
Clarke, Samuel 1041
Clarke, Stephen 52
Clarke, Susan A. 622
Clarkson, Lawrence 192–4
  Edwards on 312
  classical literature: see specific authors
  Claudian 100
Claxton: see Clarkson, Lawrence
Clegg, Cyndia 500
Clements, A. L. 965
Clere, Thomas 514, 876
clerical celibacy 497
Clerke, Bartholomew: The courtier translation 850
Cleveland, John 194–6
  and Berkenhead 69
  political satire 194–6
  and Smith and Mennes 678
Clifford, Anne 196–200
  as Diana Primrose (?) 797
  education 196–7
  inheritance problems 196, 198, 200
  and Jonson 554
  and Lanyer 579
  letters 199
  and The mothers blessing 584
  pancake making 829
  restoration work 199–200
  and Wroth 1078
Clifford, Arthur 951
Clifford, George 773
Clifford, Henry 198
Clifford, Margaret 197, 198, 199, 626
Clifford, Rosamond 246
Clifford family 196, 198
Clifton, Gervase 492
Clinton, Elizabeth 201–2, 413
Clinton, Theophilus 95
Clitheroe, Frederic 409

closet drama 74, 99, 100, 150, 169, 405

The closet of the eminently learned Sir Kenelme Digby kt. opened 1072

cloth industry 269–71

Cobham, Lord 444, 446

Cockayne, Aston 348, 671–2

Cockayne, William 281–2

Cockeram, Henry

The English dictionary 1029

Webster’s poem preface 1029

Cockpit Theatre 108, 112, 669, 671

coffee-house meetings 440–1

Coiro, Ann Baynes 479, 481, 578, 821

Cokain, Aston: A chain of golden poems 109

Coke, Edward 599, 1022

Coke, John 404

Coke, Zachary 1062

Colclough, David 390

Coldiron, A. E. B. 174

Cole, Henry 542

Cole, William 814

Coleridge, Samuel Taylor

and Beaumont and Fletcher 63, 351

and Browne, Thomas 117

and Bunyan 132

on Daniel 248

‘Kubla Khan’ 805

on marginalia 636

nature poems 222

on The Spanish tragedie 573

willing suspension of disbelief 873

Coles, Kimberly Ann 17, 19, 20, 473, 474, 475, 617

Coles, William 813

Colet, Henry 203

Collet, John 202–4

comments and paraphrases 202–3

humanism 202–3, 204

ideas for reformed church 202–3

letters 203

St Paul’s School 140

Colie, Rosalie 664

collaborative authorship 11, 61, 114, 159, 162, 184

Collet, Ferrar 232

Collet, Mary 232

Collet family 232

Collier, John Payne 409, 576

Illustrations of early English popular literature 1049

Collins, An 204–6

Collins, Jeffrey R. 493, 494

Collins, John Churton 398

Collinson, Patrick 339, 367, 650, 659, 744, 934, 939, 984

Cologne 172–3, 267

colonization of America 382

Colossians 471

Colvil, Samuel: Mock poems 996

‘Come over the burn, Bessy’ 78

Comedies and tragedies written by Francis Beaumont and John Fletcher 348

comedy 871, 872, 879, 1039

of humours 178, 794, 821, 841

see also tragicomedy

Comenius, Johannes Amos 306, 447, 448, 996

Orbis sensualium pictus 324

Via lucis 449–50

Comes, Natalis: Mythologique 325

A comfortable epistle 592

common law tradition 599–600

commonplace books xlviii, 206–9

as means of storing knowledge 206

organization of 206–7

Southwell, Anne 899–900

and verse miscellanies 1002, 1007

commonplace markers 207

commonplacing 1007

Commonwealth

banning of Book of Common Prayer 998

as concept 321, 423–4, 439, 448–9, 696, 706–8, 735, 898, 928

Engagement Controversy 493–4

land confiscated 1068

newsbooks 494

pamphlets 75, 440

propaganda 428, 663, 665, 924

threatened 419

see also Interregnum period

communal living 1063, 1064, 1066

Como, David 750

A compendium of the art of logick and rhetorick in the English tongue 339

compilers of verse miscellanies, manuscript 1003
‘The complaint and lamentation of Mistresse Arden of Feversham’ 107
complaint genre 288, 294
The compleat ambassador 595
The compleat servant-maid 1073
compliment books 1006
conduct books 263, 769
Congregationalism 54, 56, 132
Connolly, Annaliese 774
conscience 337, 901–2, 918
Considine, John 387
A consolatory letter (H.B.) 511
Constable, Henry 209–10
and Clifford, Anne 197
psalter translations 473
Continental novella 340
Conventicles Act 336
conversion narratives xlix, 547–8
‘Convivium philosophicum’ 114
cookbooks: see recipe books
Cooke, Anthony 29, 31, 525, 542
cooking and politics 829–30
Coolahan, Marie-Louise 25, 160
Cooper, Anthony Ashley 244, 301, 728, 1041
Cooper, Helen 45
Cooper, Thomas 27, 650
Epitome of cronicles 241
Cope, Anthony 319, 767
Copernicus, Nicolaus 1057
Copland, Robert 210–12
Copland, William 78, 212
Coppe, Abiezer 212–14
investigated by Nedham 731
style 213
Coppin, Richard 213
Divine teachings 213–14
Corbett, Richard 214–16
anti-Puritanism 215–16
Christ Church, Oxford 1003
manuscripts for dissemination 215
and Strode 937, 938
Coren, Pamela 473–4
1 Corinthians (St Paul’s letter to) 17, 74, 204, 337, 472, 943
2 Corinthians (St Paul’s letter to) 185, 984
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<td>Fitzherbert, Anthony</td>
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Fitzmaurice, Andrew 422
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Fitzstephen, William: ‘Description of London’ 933
Flachman, Michael 39
Flacius, Matthias 365
Flamsted, John 22
Flanagan, Eugene 832
Flatman, Thomas 109
Fleay, F. G. 793
Flecknoe, Richard 301, 661–2
Fleetwood, William 932, 933
Fleming, Abraham 346–7
‘History of England’ 500
on Holinshed 346–7
on Lambe 347
publishing 346
and Stow 932
Fleming, Alexander 341
Fleming, Juliet 329, 779, 832
Flemish manuscript books 172
Fletcher, Alan 881
Fletcher, Angus 916
Fletcher, Giles, the younger 74, 352, 473, 916
Christs victorie 73, 74, 353
Fletcher, John 347–52
and Beaumont 60, 61–4, 347, 348, 349–51, 882, 1080
and Brome 110
and Shakespeare 347–8, 843, 844
and Stow 932
as influence 1030
King’s Men 347
works
Cupids Revenge (with Beaumont) 1080
The fair maid of the inn (with Massinger, Ford and Webster) 1030
The faithfull shepheardesse 61, 62, 334, 349, 1080
Henry VIII (with Shakespeare) 347, 348, 758
The night-walker 880
The two noble kinsmen (with Shakespeare) 310, 347, 348
Fletcher, Phineas 348, 352–4
psalter translations 473
The purple island 67, 352, 353
on River Cam 352
Spenser’s influence 916
Fletcher, Richard, bishop of London 27
Fletcher, Richard, father of John 348
Fletcher, Thomas 345
Flight of the Earls 32
Flodden, Battle of 286, 304, 893
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Florimène 963
Florio, John 354–6
and Daniel 245
foreign language study 354
Italian language manuals 760
translations 102, 354
A worlde of wordes 355, 847
Florus, Lucius Annæus 1036
Flower, John 737
Floyd-Wilson, Mary 90
Folger, Henry Clay 1004
Folger Shakespeare Library 1003, 1004, 1080
folk ballads 105, 215–16
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Forced Loan, Charles I 492
Ford, John 113, 356–60
commendatory poem 1028
and Dekker 357
and Fletcher, John 347, 348
as influence 359
and Rowley 265, 357, 843
and Shirley 879
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The lovers melancholy 136, 357, 358
‘Tis pitty shee’s a whore 356, 357, 358–9, 1053
The witch of Edmonton (with Dekker and Rowley) 265, 357
Forde, Thomas: *Foenestra in pectore* 595
foreign affairs 594
Forman, Simon 577, 719
*The forme of curye* (Richard II’s cooks) 828
Forrest, William 75, 800
*The forrest of fancy* (H.C.) 1008
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Fortier, Mark 419, 918, 919
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Foster, Donald 906
Foster, John 96
Foucault, Michel 11
Fouleweather, Adam 10
Fowler, Constance Aston 951
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Fowler, Edward 132
Fowler, William 299, 523, 536
Fox, Alistair 713
Fox, George 360–4
and Audland 23
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and Fell 336
*The great mistery of the great whore unfolded* 130, 362
and Llwyd, Morgan 610
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Fox, Robert 444
Foxe, John 364–9
Anglo-Saxon 1011
apocalyptic history 851
and Aylmer 20, 87
and Bale 40, 41
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burial place 128
continental influences 368
and Humphrey 525
as influence 369
on Latimer 583
Meres on 679
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on Parr 766
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*Actes and monuments* 18, 26, 43, 129, 230, 241, 289, 411, 435, 582, 583, 598, 753, 766, 840, 939, 984
Foxley, Rachel 599
Francis Xavier, St 920
Francis, Frank Charlton 210
Francois, duc d’Anjou 314, 746
Francois I 179
Fraunce, Abraham 1, 48, 369–71
and Herbert, Mary 369–70, 474
metrical psalms 473, 802
and Sidney, Philip 369, 370, 475
and Sidney, Robert 892
and Sidney-Pembroke psalter 476
vernacular logic 1062
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*The Arcadian rhetorike* 339, 370, 371, 509
*The lawiers logike* 339, 370, 371
Fréart, Roland
*Idée de la perfection de la peinture* 327
*Numismata* 327
*Parallèle de l’architecture antique et de la moderne* 327
Frederick V 61
Fredericke, abbot of Marolles 595
free will 243
Freeman, Arthur 575
Freeman, David 993, 994
Freeman, Janet Ing 932
Freeman, Thomas S. 20, 365, 366, 367, 368
Frehard, Marquard: *Decalogi orationis symboli* 605
French language
farce 211
legal textbooks 822
Palsgrave on 761–2
poetic tradition 147
translations from 211
French salon culture 784
friendship 310, 920–1
Frith, John: *A disputation of purgatory* 825
Frith, Mary 262, 686
Frith, Thomas 878
Frontinus: *Stratagemata* 714
Froude, J. A. 383
Fuchs, Leonard 128
Fulbecke, William: in *The misfortunes of Arthur* 520
Fuller, Mary 382, 383, 422, 818
Fuller, Thomas 40, 215, 504
  *A happy handful* 479
Fullerton, Georgianna 153
Fulonius, William 762
**Fulwell, Ulpius** 371–3
Furnivall, F. J. 90, 446
Fussner, F. Smith 1036
Gager, William 771, 812
  *Ulysses redux* 813–14
Gair, Reavley 778
Galen
  anatomy 457
  and Bacon, Francis 34
  *De temperamentis* 321
medical theory 90, 128, 136, 237, 691, 828
  one sex model 237–8
physiology 457
Galileo Galilei 441, 493, 704, 1057
Gallagher, Catherine 165
Gamberini, Spartaco 952
Gamble, John 560
Gardiner, Dorothy C. 731
**Gardiner, Stephen** 375–6
  and Askew 42
  clerical celibacy 497
  and Cranmer 26
  *De vera obedientia* 375, 376, 790
  on Erasmus 376
  on Greek pronunciation 182
Harington on 432
letters to Paget 376
  on Parr 766
  and Shepherd 877
Gardner, Helen 2
Garnet, Henry 511, 1011
Garnier, Robert
  *Cornélie* 574–5
  *Marc-Antoine* 100, 246, 473
Garrett, William 787
Garter, Thomas: *Susanna* 73

**Gascoigne, George** 376–81
  anonymity 377, 378
  compared with Whitney, Isabella 1048
  correcting proofs 378
  imprisoned for debt 378
  as influence 381
  marriage 101
  metrical psalms 800
  patron 124, 377, 380
  Whetstone’s commendatory verses 1039
  works
    *A hundredth sundrie floweres* 378, 974, 1007, 1008, 1039
    *Posies* 378–9, 974, 1039
Gassendi, Pierre 170, 781, 1015
Gaveston, Piers 294, 647
Gawdy, Framlingham 737
Geha, Richard, Jr 234
‘A geleflowergentle or swete’ 795
  gender
    Cavendish, Margaret 164
    monarchy 314
    sexuality 63
    theology 19–20
General Army Council 791, 792
Genesis 73, 74, 75, 697–8, 792, 810, 905, 965
Geneva Bible 70, 71
  Bale 43
  Goodman 390
  James VI and I 538
  Jocelin 546
  marginalia 290, 637
  Psalms 98, 801
  Shakespeare on 6
  Sidney family 475
Gentili, Alberico 812, 814
Gentili, Scipio 330
Gentillett, Innocent: *Discours contre Marshiavel* 289
  *Of gentylnes and nobyltyte* (Anon) 675
Gentes, Ian J. 187
The gentlewomans companion (pirated) 829, 1072
Geoffrey of Monmouth 85, 456, 745, 849
  *Historia regum Britanniae* 521, 608
geography 80
  see also cartography
George, Arthur 37
George, Henry 877
Gerard, John 1011
Geritz, Albert J. 822
Gerrard, John 946
Gesner, Conrad 128, 700
Gesta Romanorum 173
Gibbons, Christopher 882
Gibbons, R. J. 750
Gibbs, Gary G. 386
Gibson, Colin 669
Gibson, Edmund 143
Gibson, Jonathan 392, 393
Gibson, Kirsten 288
Gibson, Richard 824
Gielgud, John 87
Gieskes, Edward 400, 402
Gifford, John 130
Gifford, William 359
Gil, Alexander, the younger 335
Gilbert, Humphrey 381–3
as explorer 381–2, 382–3, 421
Gascoigne’s preface 382
and Hakluyt 419
Netherlands expedition 378, 380
and Ralegh 815, 816
Gilbert, William: De magnete 385
Gilby, Anthony 475, 525
A plausible dialogue 744
Gill, Catie 971
Gillespie, Katherine 1055
Gilman, Ernest B. 324
Gimelfarb-Brack, Marie 750
Ginn, Lisa 797–8
Ginnor, Sarah: The womans alamanac 545
Giovio, Paolo 136
‘Commentarys of the Turke’ 763
Giraldi, Giovanni Battista: Hecatommithi 1039
‘Give us once a drink’ 826
Glanville, Joseph 162
Saducismus triumphatus 704
A glasse for the times (T.C.) 25
Gleon, John B. 203
Globe Theatre 113, 274, 868, 881
Goad, Roger 604
Goad, Thomas 545
Godfrey of Bulloigne 1014
Godin, André 203
A godly garden (Anon) 1038
Godly queen Hester 73
Godolphin, Sidney 383–5
in Great Tew circle 493
Virgil translations 383, 384, 528, 1014
Godwin, Francis 385–6
Godwin, William: Caleb Williams 156
Goffe, Thomas: The careles shepherdess 112
Gohory, Jacques 192
Goldberg, Jonathan 917
Golden Hind 383
The golden legend 367
Golding, Arthur 386–8
on Ovid’s Metamorphoses 387, 388
patrons 388
translations 74, 386–7, 475, 776, 801, 993
The xv. booke of P. Ouidius Naso 387, 993
Gomarus, Franciscus 72
Gongorism 234
González de Mendoza, Juan: The historie of the great and mightie kingdome of China 420
good-night ballads 107, 268
Goodcole, Henry: The wonderfull discoverie of Elizabeth Sawyer 265
Goodman, Christopher 388–90
as influence 390
and Ponet 791
on rebellion 389
Goodwin, John 312, 313, 731, 948
Goodwin, Thomas 54, 929
Goodyer, Anne 293
Goodyer, Henry 279, 280
Goodyer, Thomas 293
Googe, Barnabe 390–2
Calvinism 390–1
and Chaloner 176
compared with Whitney, Isabella 1048
as Minerva’s man 390
miscellaneous poems 1008
and Rich, Barnabe 831
and Turberville 973
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Eloggs, epytaphes, and sonettes 311, 390, 391, 974
‘Epytaphpe on the death of Nicholas Grimaold’ 412
Foure bookes of husbandry 391, 976
Gordon, Andrew 274, 933
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Gore, John 1030

**Gorges, Arthur 392–3**
- at Jacobean court 392–3
- letters to Robert Cecil 392
  *A gorious gallery* (Proctor) 1008
Gorhambury 30
Goring, Jeremy 993
Gosling, William 383
gospellers 238
Gospels 71, 73, 241
  *see also specific Gospels*
Gosse, Edmund 841
Gossett, Suzanne 63
Gosson, Henry 106

**Gosson, Stephen 393–5**
- anti-theatre attacks 393, 394
- and Lodge 611
- and Rainolds 812
- and Stubbes 939
- on Wilson’s lost play 1060
works
  *Playes confuted in five actions* 394, 475–6
  *The schoole of abuse* 394, 813

Gothic romance 16
Gottfried, Rudolf 926
Gouge, Thomas: *A learned and very useful commentary* 396

**Gouge, William 395–6**
- and Finch’s work 395
Goultaine de Laudonniere, René: *A notable historie containing foure voyages* 421
Goulart de Senlis, Simon 605, 612
Gower, John 286, 603
Gowland, Angus 134
  *Worlds of Renaissance melancholy* 137

Grady, Hugh 874
Grafton, Anthony 638, 1036

**Grafton, Richard 396–8**
- Book of Common Prayer 396, 397
- *The chronicle of Ihon Hardyng* 708
- critics of 397–8
  - as Great Bible printer 396
  - Hall’s works 427–8
  - as king’s printer 242, 396
  - and Stow 932
Graham, Kenneth J. E. 241
Grahame, Simon 412
Grammarians’ war 508, 1051
grammars 921–2
grammatical metaphor, Tyndale 980, 981
Granada, Luis de
  *Guía de pecadores* 679
  *Libro de la oración y meditación* 679
Grange, John 780
Grant, Douglas 167, 170
Grant, Edward 13
Grant, Lilias 584
Granton, John 171
Granvelle, Antoine Perrenot de 595
Graves, Michael A. R. 746
Graves, Robert 896
Gray, Donald 230
Gray, Thomas 225
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Great Bible 6, 70, 71, 73, 230, 397
Great Fire of London 601, 748, 882, 1030
Great Tew circle
  - and Cary, Lucius 154–6
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  - Cowley 223
  - Cressy 534, 535
  - Godolphin 384
  - Harrington 437
  - Hobbes 493
  - Hyde 534, 535
  - Sandys 853
  - Taylor, Jeremy 947
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Greek language
  - epigrams 323
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  - pronunciation 13, 182, 790, 897
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More, Henry 703–5
as Cambridge Platonist 243
and Cavendish, Margaret 162
Plato 703–4
Plotinus 703–4
The second lash of Alazonomastix 1001
on Vaughan, Thomas 1001
More, Margaret xliii
More, Thomas xliii, 705–14
anti-Protestant tracts 483
Basset’s translation 51
biographies of 712–13
chancellorship resigned 705
daughters 525
and Elyot 318, 320
epigrams 564
and Erasmus 451
executed 767
and Fish 919
and Hall 427
and Heywood 482, 485
humanism 705–6
imprisoned in Tower of London 712, 838
as martyr 712–13
and Medwall 674
and Pace 757, 758
and Palsgrave 761
and Paynell 768
on Pico della Mirandola 822
prison letters 594
and Rastell 822
reputation 712–13
and St German 919
Tower meditations 986
translating Pico 706
and Tyndale 543, 919
Whittinton on 1051
works
The apology of Sir Thomas More 711, 919
Confitacyon of Tyndales answere 483,
706–7, 711, 979
De tristitia Christi 51, 52, 712
The debellacyon of Salem and Bizance 711, 919
A dialogue concerning heresies 710, 712, 825,
979, 980
The dialoge of comfort against tribulation 712, 838
A letter of syr Tho[mas] More . . . impugnynge
. . . John Frith 592, 711
‘Letter to Alington’ 838
Utopia 36, 212, 440, 448, 449, 627, 705,
706–8, 712, 713, 897, 982
The workes of sir Thomas More . . . in the Englysh tonge 594, 712
on Worms New Testament 979
Morison, Henry 155
Morison, Richard l, 714–15
and Ascham 12
Berthelet printer 319
propaganda 714–15
on Vives 768
Morley, Baron: see Parker, Henry
Morley, George 188, 1014
Mornay, Philippe de 387
Excellent discours de la vie et de la mort 835
Morone, Giovanni 851
Morrill, John 864
Morris, Edgar C. 845
Morris, Harry 48, 49
mortalism 750
Morson, Fynes 715–17
Mosaic philosophy 946
Moseley, Humphrey 61, 149, 223, 224, 232, 783,
1015
Mosheim, Lorenz 244
mother-daughter bond 733
mother-infant bond 201
mother’s advice books 202
mother’s legacy genre 425, 834
Motteux, Pierre 996
Mottram, Stewart 43, 989, 992
Moulsworth, Bevill 718
Moulsworth, Martha 717–18
Moulton, Thomas 718–20
Moyle, Anne Lok 617
Mozley, J. F. 984
Muddiman, Henry 738, 739
Mueller, Janel 313, 315, 316, 711, 766, 767
Mueller, William R. 137
Muggleton, Lodowick 193, 194
Muggletonians 193, 194
Muir, Edwin 570–1
Mukherjee, Ayesha 788
Mukherjee, Neel 291
Mulcaster, Richard and Cox 227
as headmaster 5, 575, 910
royal entry of Elizabeth I 314, 397
works
The elementarie 910
Positions 16, 910
Muller, James Arthur 376
Munda, Constantia 8, 905, 909
The worming of a mad dogge 7, 11, 944

Munday, Anthony 720–2
citizenship 721
collaborative work 294, 720, 721–2
and Dekker 73
editing Bel-vedere 100
epitaph 722
on Gosson 394
lord mayor’s shows 721
and Pettie 780
on Stow’s work 934
translating Iberian prose romances 720
works
A banquet of daintie conceits 1008
Palmerin of England 720, 1028
The second booke of Primaleon of Greece 184
Sir Thomas More (with Chettle and Dekker) 713, 720
Tobias 73
The triumphs of the Golden Fleece 686

Mundy, John: Songs and psalmes 957

Munro, Lucy 62
Murdock, Iris 87
Murdock, Kenneth 153, 155
Muret, Marc-Antoine 564
Murison, David 570
Murphy, Kathryn 138
Murray, James 308
Murray, Peter B. 961
Musaeus 643
Muscovy Company 419
Muslim expansion 568
Myers, James Phares, Jr 796
Myllar, Andrew 304
Myln, Alexander 287
mystery plays 73
mythology 501, 934, 1014

Nalson, John: An impartial collection 593
names, Fenner 338
Napier, John 995
Narcissus story 776
Naseby, battle of 53, 1069

Nashe, Thomas 723–7
anti-Marprelate tracts 725
on ‘Ballad of Anne Askew’ 18
biography of 724
Bishops’ Ban 414, 654, 725–6
collaborative work 725
critical studies of 724
and Danter 724
and Day 257
dition of Astrophil and Stella 885
Elizabetban culture 723, 724
on Golding 387
on Greene 399, 400
and Harington, John, the Younger 434
against Harvey brothers 723, 725
and Kempe 563
London life 724
in Menaphon 574, 723, 725, 726
Meres on 680
pamphlet quarrel 191, 451, 452–5, 650, 723, 725–6
pornography 723, 724, 726
preface to Sidney’s Astrophil and Stella 723, 726
print culture 723–5
pseudonyms 10
range of works 723–4
on Stanyhurst 926
on Stubbes 939
theatre culture 725
on Turbervile 974
works
An almond for a parrat 562, 723, 725
The anatomicie of absurditie 399, 723, 725, 726
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Christes teares over Jerusalem 271, 453, 723, 725, 726
Have with you to Saffron-walden 47, 128, 184, 191, 268, 400, 453, 454, 455, 456, 723, 725–6
The Isle of Dogs (with Jonson) 453, 723
Nashes Lenten stuffe 453, 723, 726, 727
Pierce Penilesse 184, 453, 456, 685, 723, 724, 725, 726, 727
Strange newes 401, 453, 723, 725
National Archives 1003
national insurance schemes 626
National Theatre 489
nationhood 143–4, 854
Native American Indians 448
natural history 36–7
natural philosophy 36, 91–2
natural theology 1057
nature 164–5, 222
Naudé, Gabriel: *Advis pour dresser une bibliothèque* 327
naval and maritime technology 781
Nayler, James 360, 361, 362
Nebuchadnezzar (Anon) 73
necrophilia 669

Nedham, Marchamont 727–32
addressing readers 730
early life and education 727–8
editorials 730–1
and Fisher 343
friendships 729
innovative language 730
as journalist/editor 728–30
in *Lachrymae musarum* 663, 664
on *Leviathan* 494
and Lilburne 599, 731
pamphlets 313, 728
propaganda 731
as royalist polemicist 69
and Streater 936
works
*Mercurius politicus* 665
*Mercurius pragmaticus* 738
*Newes from Brussels* 732
Needham, Paul 173
Negri, Francesco 498
Neill, Michael 654, 874
Nelson, Alan H. 259, 410, 674
Nelson, Eric 495
Nelson, William 922
Nemesius 1069
neo-Latin poetry 1
Barclay 45
Brome, Alexander 109
Buchanan 125, 126
Cowley 226
epigrams 564
Westonia 1034–6
neo-Stoic philosophy 416–17
Neoplatonism
Bradstreet 98
Breton 475
Brome, Richard 112
Browne, Thomas 116
Chapman 181
Colet 203
Davenant 251
Herbert, George 468
ideal of women 468, 880
préciosité 703
soul 965
Sterry 930
Nethersole, Francis 737
Netzley, Ryan 369
Netzloff, Mark 907
Neville, Alexander 377
Neville, Frances 733–4
Neville, Henry 734–6
and Harrington 734–5
*Plato redivivus* 441, 735
as politician 734
as republic wit 438, 440–1
Nevitt, Marcus 186, 253, 784, 792
New Critics 279, 916
New English, in Ireland 124
New Exchange 556
New Model Army
Baxter 52
Bunyan 130
against Herrick 478
Lilburne 596, 597
Naseby 53, 1069
occupation of London 313, 969
Presbyterian counter-revolution 623
Streater 438
tension amongst Puritans 1054–5
New Model Army (Continued)
  Urquhart captured 995
  Wither on 1070
'New Version' of psalter 803
Newberie, Ralph 346
Newberry Library 1077
Newbury, battle of 156
Newby, Richard 22
Newcastle: see Cavendish, William
Newcomb manuscript (Jonson, Donne et al.) 169
Newcomb, Lori Humphrey 400, 402
Newcomb, Thomas 665
Newdigate, Bernard 293
News from Antwerp 595
Newman, Karen 933
Newman, Susan 764
news 593–4, 736
News from hell 593
newsbooks 68–9, 195, 429, 494, 936
  see also Mercurius titles
newsletters 731, 736–9
  Thirty Years War 103, 736
newspapers 594
Newton, Isaac 244
Nichols, Richard 739–41
  and Higgins 490
Mirrour for magistrates 115, 739, 740
Nicholas of Cusa 194
Nicholl, Charles 724
Nicholls, Josias 338
Nicholls, Mark 779, 817
Nichols, John 626, 797
  Progresses and public processions of Queen Elizabeth 797
Nicholson, Robert 945
Nicol, David 844
Nine Years War 124
Noble, John or George 829
Noble, Richmond 88
Nocera Avila, Carmela 498
Nochimson, Richard L. 134
Nohmberg, James 917
Nolan, Michael 844
nonconformism 53, 129, 238
Norbrook, David 167, 403, 429, 438, 440, 492, 529, 664, 729, 864, 1004, 1070, 1071
Norden, John 741–3
  as chorographer 143, 741
Norland, Howard 410, 411, 991
Norris, John 772
Norris, Michael A. 864
North, Charles 163
North, Marcy L. 875
North, Thomas 100, 629
Northampton: see Parr, William, earl of Northampton
Northbrooke, John 394, 743–5, 939
Northcott, John 384
Northern Broadsides 489
Northern Rising (1569-70) 78, 291, 787–8
Northumberland: see Percy, Henry
Norton, Thomas 745–6
  Gorboduc (with Sackville) 311, 519, 521, 573, 745, 746, 796, 849, 850
  Psalm 51 616
Nosworthy, J. M. 793
Notestein, Wallace 436
Nott, G. F. 516
Notting, Roger 50
Nottingham Castle 170
novella genre 760
Nowell, Alexander 543
Catechismus 746
Numbers 472
numismatics 140
Nunn, Hilary M. 237, 961
Nutall, Geoffrey 55, 610
Nye, Philip 54
Oakley-Brown, Liz 387
Oates, Samuel 312
Obadiah, prophecies of 862–3
Oberammergau Passion plays 411
observational techniques 704
O’Callaghan, Michelle 120, 1068, 1069
occasional poetry 66, 159
occult 383, 1001, 1002
Ochino, Bernardino 29, 30, 790
Tragoedie or dialoge 989
The Odcombian banquet 219
Oecolampadius, Johannes 366
Officina 679
Ogburn, Charlton 259, 260
Ogilby, John 747–8
  as royal cosmographer 748
  translations of Homer 747
translations of Virgil 747, 748
Werburgh Street Theatre 881
Okes, Nicholas 1029
Oldcastle, John 42, 721–2, 753, 1033
Olde, John 105
Oldenburg, Henry 22, 120
Oldis, Valentine 109
Oley, Barnabas 472
Oliphant, E. H. C. 61, 793
Olivier, Laurence 87
O’Malley, C. D. 718
O’Neill, David G. 655
O’Neill, Eileen 165
O’Neill, Hugh 274, 716, 1073
O’Neill, Shane 382
Onslow, Richard 1070
Oporinus, Johannes 365, 366
Order of the Black Riband 663, 924
Order of the Fancy 678
Order of the Garter 445–6
Orgel, Stephen 772
Origen 203, 704
Orinoco River 816–17, 818
Orme, Nicholas 45, 507, 508, 921, 922, 1051, 1052
Ortelius, Abraham 142, 422
Le miroir du monde 151
Theatrum orbis terrarum 197
Orton, Joe 689
Ortu´ n˜ ez de Calahorra, Diego 976
Orwin, Thomas 7, 8
Osborne, Dorothy 162, 163, 748–50
letters to Temple 748–9
Osorio, Hieronymo 366
Ostovich, Helen 554
Ottomans 217–18, 568, 607–8
Ottway, Sheila 426, 749
Overbury, Thomas
poisoned 115, 146, 180, 215, 1078
Webster’s contribution 1027, 1028, 1029
works
Characters 1027, 1029
‘Newes from court’ 899
‘A wife’ 357
Overy, Richard 750–2
Cloppenburg Press 750
imprisoned 1070
as influence 751
and Levellers 312, 597, 598, 751
and Lilburne 187, 597, 598, 750
pamphlets 750, 751
and Walwyn 597, 598, 1020
Ovid
allegories elaborated 325
epyllions 65
Golding’s translation 993
as influence 480, 929
Marlowe on 641–2
mythology 370
translations 528, 765, 776, 997
works
Amores 641–2, 1087
Ars anatatoria 487
Heroides 176, 246, 294, 301, 642, 643, 972, 993, 1047
Medea 641
Metamorphoses 147, 197, 303, 335, 387, 629, 641, 643, 775, 776, 852, 853, 867, 872, 993
Owen, George 143
Owen, Goronwy Wyn 610
Owen, Jane 752–3
Owen, John 54, 219, 528, 929
Owen, Susan J. 560
Oxford dictionary of national biography xlix, 797, 1049
Oxford English dictionary xlvii, 75, 105, 118, 229, 320
Oxfordianism 259, 260
Oxford’s Boys 259–60, 628
Oxford’s Men 260
Oxinden, Henry 732
Oxlie, Mary xlix, 753–5
Pace, Richard 757–9
career 757
friends 757
unpublished writings 757
Padelford, Frederick Morgan 516
Paganelli, Eloisa 298
Pagden, Anthony 819
Paget, William 376
Paine, Thomas 751, 797
Painter, William 759–60
Palace of pleasure 340, 759–60, 776, 779, 1039
painting 769–70
Palfrey, Simon 874
INDEX

Palingenius, Marcellus 391
Palladio, Andrea: *Quattro libri dell’architectura* 550
Pallotta, Cardinal 232
**Palsgrave, John 761–2**
- pamphlet quarrel 191, 451, 452–5, 650, 723, 725–6
- pamphlets
  - Commonwealth 75, 440
  - plague 262, 767
  - political 69
  - printing of 173
  - prose 103, 261
  - religious 596, 599
  - repentance 401
  - Whipper 102, 414
- Panegyric verses 66, 100, 114
- Panořský, Richard J. 1046
- pansophia ideal 447
- Paracelsus 117, 136, 691, 700
  - *The paradise of daynty devises aptly furnished* (Edwards) 310, 1008
- Paraeus, David 74
- paratextual materials 161, 162
- Paris, Matthew: *Flores historiarum* 932
- parish sermons 862
- Park, Robert 420

**Parker, Henry 762–4**
- on Boccaccio 763
- experimentation in versifying 764
- gifts to royalty 763–4
- and Hume 523
- Plutarch’s *Lives* 763
- Psalm 94 763
- metrical psalms 72
- and Stow 932, 933–4
- and Wycliffe 1053
- and Wilson, Thomas 1061
- Parker, Michael P. 566, 1017
- Parker, Patricia 917
- Parker, Robert 24
- Parker, Thomas 24, 25
- Parkes, M. B. 850
- Parkhurst, John 564
- parliaments 31, 165
- Parmelee, Lisa Ferraro 388
- Parmenius, Stephen 382
- *The Parnassus plays* 726
- parody/anonymity 9
- Parr, Anthony 258
- Parr, Johnstone 398

**Parr, Katherine 766–7**
- and Elizabeth I 313
- family background and marriages 766
- with Fisher 766
- *Prayers and meditations* 313, 766
- and Tyrwhit 985
- translations 525, 733
- Parr, Thomas 950
- Parr, William, earl of Northampton 498

  *Defensive against the poyson of supposed Prophesies* 456

- Parrish, Paul A. 231, 234
- Parry, G. J. R. 445, 933
- Parry, Graham 334
- Parry, Henry 476
- Parry, J. J. 821
- Parry, William 595, 939
- Parsons, Robert 2, 626
- Particular Baptists 25, 791
- Partridge, Mary 498, 953
- Pasqualico, Luigi 721
- Pasquier, Etienne: *Le monophyle* 340
- Pasquili 10
- Passe, Crispin de 1069
- *The passionate pilgrime* 10, 48, 642, 1008
- Paston, Katherine 347
- patents 577
- paternal advice 584
- patriarchal attitudes 25, 26, 266, 399
- patriotism 143
- patristic fathers 150–1, 228
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Patrizzi, Francesco 79, 1036
Patterson, Annabel 446, 502, 664, 932
Paul, St 19, 42, 74, 204, 337, 1054
Paul III, Pope 39
Paul IV, Pope 1061
Paulet, Amias 31
Paul’s Boys 261, 262, 629–30
Pavier, Thomas 106
Payne, Anthony 422
Payne, Ian 826
Paynell, Thomas l, 767–9
Peacey, Jason 597, 729, 730, 731, 738
Peacham, Henry 769–70
on ballads 764
illustrations 769–70
patrons 770
works
The compleat gentleman 15, 769
Minerva Britanna 288, 487, 804
Peacham, Henry, Snr: The garden of eloquence 769
Pearson, Lu Emily 409
Peele, George 770–5
family background 771
Meres on 680
pageants 771
reputation 774–5
translation from Euripides 771
with university wits 774–5
works
The arraignment of Paris 316, 771–2, 773
The love of King David 73, 774
Titus Andronicus 572
Peend, Thomas 775–7
Peerson, Martin: Private musicke 1011
Peery, Curtis 575
Persius 302, 335, 415
personification 916
Persons, Robert 442, 851, 1011
Certamen ecclesiae Anglicanae 851–2
Perdita Project 1003
Peréz de Montalván, Juan 924
The perjured nun 103
Perkins, William 597
and Higgins 490
works
Cases of conscience 436
A golden chaine 130
Perne, Andrew 452
Perotti, Niccolò 203
Perry, Curtis 575
Peters, Kate 361
Peters, Richard 915
Peterson, Robert T. 234
Petition of Right case 860
Peto, William 1061
Petrarch, Francesco
epigrams 910
and Harington, John, the Elder 432
and Herbert, Edward 464
as influence 911, 1023
love poetry 902, 903
sonnets 800, 1082, 1083–4

Penhurts Place manuscript 1080
Pepys, Samuel
ballad collection 106–7
on Cavendish, Margaret 163
on Davenant 253
and Fisher 344
and Habington 417
on Kyd 575–6
and Lilly 601
and Petty 781
on Wild 1057
Percy, Henry 180, 442, 773, 892
Percy, William 777–9
epigrams 779
sonnets 778
Perth Conference 430
1 Peter 810, 908
Peter, Hugh 312
Peter, William 357
Peter Martyr 389, 988, 991
De novo orbe 420
Peters, Kate 361
Peterson, Richard 915
Peterson, Robert T. 234
Petition of Right case 860
Peto, William 1061
Petrarch, Francesco
epigrams 910
and Harington, John, the Elder 432
and Herbert, Edward 464
as influence 911, 1023
love poetry 902, 903
sonnets 800, 1082, 1083–4
Petrarch, Francesco (Continued)

works
  *Canzoniere* 523, 524, 1023
  *De remedio amoris* 1023
  *Rime sparse* 409, 915
  *Trionfi* 523, 524, 762–3
  *The triumph of death* 473

petrarchismo 513

Petronius Arbiter 333

Pettie, George 779–80

*Petite palace of Pettie his pleasure* 340, 779–80, 831

Petty, William 780–2

  and Brome, Alexander 109
  and Evelyn 327
  family background 781
  and Hartlib 449
  naval and maritime technology 781
  *Psalm 104* 781

Phaer, Thomas 176, 926

Philip, William

  *John Huighen van Linschoten* 420
  *The true and perfect description of three voyages* ... 420

  Philip Brooksby group 106
  Philip II 3
  Philiphaugh, battle of 298
  Philippy, Patricia 1049

Philips, Katherine 782–6

  Anglo-Welsh literature 783
  dedications to 948
  Evelyn, Mary, on 163
  family background 782
  Herringman’s edition 782
  lyric poetry 782
  Marriott’s publication 782, 785–6
  Society of Friendship 162, 784–5, 786
  translations of Corneille 782, 786
  as unruly wife 783–4

  works
    *‘A pastoral eclogue on the death of Lawra’* 921

  Phillips, Edward
    publishing Drummond 298
    *Theatrum poetarum* 99, 109
    *‘Vpon the incomparable Poems’* 754

Philips, John 786–8

  complaints 787
  epitaphs 787
  Philalethes, Eugenius: see Vaughan, Thomas
  philology 960
  Philomel myth 643
  *Philosophical Transactions* 92, 327
  Philpot, John 790
  *The phoenix nest* anonymous contributors 9
    Breton in 102
    Bryskett in 124
    Dyer in 308
    Peele in 773
    Stapleton 1008
  Phoenix theatre 358, 668, 669, 670, 671, 879, 880, 881
  phonetic alphabet 615
  Phrygius, Dares: *De excidio Troiae* 768
  Piccolomini, Aeneas Sylvius 45
  Piccolomini, Alessandro: *Della institutione morale* 124
  Pickering, Gilbert 299–300
  Pico della Mirandola, Giovanni 203
    *Oration on the dignity of man* 675, 705–6
  Picts 442
  Pierpont Morgan Library 1042
  Pierrepont, Gervase 65
  Pigafetta, Philip 420
  Pigman, G. W. III 378
  Pikeryng, John: *Horestes* 795–6
  Pilarz, Scott R. 901, 902, 903
  Pilgrimage of Grace 229, 714, 825
  Pincombe, Michael 158, 189, 630, 776
  Pincus, Steven 78
  Pindaric mode 224–5
  Pine, George 735
  Pinkie, battle of 176
  Pinsent, Patricia A. 560
  pirated copies 184, 219
  Pitcher, John 258
  Pitiscus, Bartholomew: *Trigonometry* 420
  Pittenger, Elizabeth 988
  Pius II, Pope 45
  Piva, Margherita 121
  place-realism comedy 111
  plagiarism 560
  plague
    cessation of printing 946
Gouge on 396
London 266
schools moving 335
theatres closed 50, 111–12, 685, 881
plague pamphlets 262, 767
Plantin Press 1044
Platina, Bartolomeo 953
Plato
Anger on 8
Browne 116, 117
Cartwright’s plays 149
Colet on 203
Gosson on 394
idealism 404
on love 359, 384, 416, 464–5
Lyly on 629
More, Henry, on 703–4
political theory 928
works
The laws 706
Republic 706
Platt, Hugh 788–90
experimental learning 788
indexes to works 788
inventions 789
patronage sought 789
Royal Society 789
works
Delightes for ladies 789, 828, 829
Floures of philosophie 788, 1047, 1048
The jewell house of art and nature 789, 828
A sweet nosgay (with Whitney, Isabella) 1007, 1009
Platt, John 1065
Platte, Gabriel: Macaria 448
Plautus 762, 867
Menaechmi 1022
Playford, John: The musical companion 560
Pliny, the Elder 36, 504
Natural history 629
Plomer, Henry R. 822, 824
Plotinus 203, 703–4
Plowman’s tale 582
Plutarch
De curiositate 315
De mulierum virtutibus 973
De tranquilitate animi 123
De tuenda sanitate 423–4
essay on superstition 182
history writing 80, 500
Lives 100, 149, 629, 763, 922
Moralia 79, 318, 319, 656, 757
translations 504
Pocock, J. G. A. 155, 437, 935
Poe, Edgar Allan: ‘The unparalleled adventure’ 386
Poel, William 688
The poems of Horace (edited by Brome) 109
poet laureate title 894
A poetical rapsodie: see under Davison, Francis
Poetomachia 345, 554, 653, 656, 1032, 1033
poetry anthologies 1004, 1006
Pole, Reginald
De unitate 851
and Mary I 375
Morison on 715
and Pace 757
primogeniture 928
and Starkey 927
Poliakov, Stephen: Close my eyes 359
Poliziano, Angelo 564
Pollard, Tracy 824
Pollen, J. H. 852, 901
Polybius 144
Pomeroy, Elizabeth W. 1007, 1008
Pompey 179
Ponet, John 790–1
and Bale 989
disobedience theory 790
A shorte treatise of politike power 388, 790–1
Ponsonby, William 99
Poole, Elizabeth 791–3
prophecy 186
Poole, Kirsten E. 648
Poole, William 948
Pope, Alexander
and Beaumont, John 65
on Cary 156
on Crashaw 233
and Cudworth 244
on Hobbes 495
on Holland 505
on Lovelace 620
on Ogilby 747
and Pindar 225
on Theobald 451
Pope, Alexander (Continued)
works

*Dunciad* 301, 505
‘An Essay on Man’ 244
*Peri bathous* 748
*Windsor-forest* 272

Popham, John 356
popular culture 71, 104–8
popular press 9
pornography 723, 724, 726
Porter, Endymion 84, 249, 250–1, 416

Porter, Henry 258, 793–4

Porter, Margaret 84

Porter, Walter: *Madrigals and ayres* 937

Portland Papers 169

Portraiture 770

Pory, John 420, 737

Post, Jonathan 998

Potter, Christopher: *Want of charity justly charged* 188

Potter, Lois 334

poulter’s measure 72, 289, 309

Powel, David 608

Powell, Jason 122, 123, 875, 876

Powell, Vavasor 784, 969

Power, Henry 116

Powicke Bridge 53

Powle, Stephen 956

Poynter, F. N. L. 640

Poynting, Sarah 702, 703

Poyntzt, Nicholas 238

Prayer Book psalter 475

Prayer Book Rebellion 78, 86

prayer books 1037–8

‘Precious perles of perfect godlines’ 733

predestination 5, 29, 243, 360

Prelates Poet 765

Presbyterianism

Avery 24

Civil War years 540

counter-revolution attempt 623

Directory for Public Worship 835

English 618

in Geneva 389

Hall, John, against 429

Hall against 429

and Harrington 437

Herbert, George on 472–3

Hobbes against 494

Hooker against 506

Hume 522–3

and Independents 25, 187, 195, 313, 541, 597, 929, 948, 1070

Knox 569

Lilly against 601, 602

Love 618, 619

Lovelace against 663

Marprelate tracts 452, 649–50, 751

Marvell on 663, 665

Melville 676

Milton against 195, 695

Nedham against 731

and Onslow 1070

in parliament 25

Rogers 836

royalist plot 1056

Scottish 425, 522, 659, 676–7

suppression of Independents 25

Traherne 964

Walwyn against 1020

and Wild 1056–7

Prescott, Anne Lake 996

Preston, John 404

Preston, Thomas 794–6

Price, John: *Historiae Brytannicae defensio* 608–9

Price, Richard 244

Pirmaudaye, Pierre de la: *L’Academie française* 509

primogeniture 83, 266, 440, 503, 928
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The tempest 350, 355, 555, 644, 720, 868, 869, 871
Timon of Athens 759, 871
Titus Andronicus (with Peele) 107, 572, 769–70, 773, 868, 871, 874
Troilus and Cressida 275
Twelfth night 63, 238, 357, 826, 831–2, 869, 871, 873
The two noble kinsmen (with Fletcher) 310, 868
Venus and Adonis 46, 136, 151, 187, 188
The winter’s tale 107, 868, 869, 871, 872, 873

Shannon, George Pope 411
shape poems 466–7
Shapin, Steven 92, 495
Shapiro, James 562, 563
Sharp, Andrew 599
Sharpe, Kevin 208, 251, 817
Shaw, Duncan 570
Shaxton, Nicholas 241
Shear, Rosetta 793
Sheares, William
Tragedies and comedies 657–8
The workes of Mr. John Marston 151
Sheffield, Edmund 525
Sheldon, Gilbert 155, 187, 188
Shelley, Mary: The fortunes of Perkin Warbeck 359

Shelton, Mary 875–6
Shepard, Alexandra 794, 795
Sheperey, John 525
Shephard, Samuel: Merlinus anonymus 764

Shepherd, Luke 876–8
and Latimer 582
on the Mass 877
satire 877
Sheppard, Samuel 69
Sherborne, Robert 674
Sherburne, Edward 923
Sherry, Richard: Treateise of schemes and tropes 1062
Shileto, A. R. 137
ship money tax 671

Shirley, James 878–83
on Beaumont and Fletcher 62
as Caroline dramatist 113
commendatory poems 350
correction to Catholicism 878–9
and Davenant 879, 880
dedication verses to 879
and Fletcher 347, 348, 350
and Ford 357
and Habington 416
heroines 880
in Ireland 881
and King’s Revels 559
masques revived 882
and Massinger 881
Queen Henrietta’s Men 879
and Stanley 923
works
Changes, or love in a maze 920
The gratefull servant 417, 671, 879
St Patrick for Ireland 747, 881
The wedding 417, 879
Shirley, John W. 442, 444
Shirley, Robert 685
Shirley brothers 258
Shore, Jane xlix, 709
Short Parliament 673
Short-title catalogue 519
Shrank, Cathy 89, 90, 189, 897, 1062
Shrewsbury, countess of: see Talbot, Elizabeth
Shuger, Debora Kuller 406, 902
Sibertch, John 319
Sibthorpe, Henry 899
Sidgwick, Frank 1067
Sidney, Dorothy 1013–14
Sidney, Henry 123–4, 382, 389, 925
Sidney, Philip xlvii, 883–90
aesthetics of literature 145
in Arundel-Harington manuscript 431, 432, 1002
biblical literature 72
biographies of 403, 883
Bradstreet on 96
Breton on 101
and Bryskett 123
and Camden 140
Davenant on 252
death of 124–5, 474, 885, 891
dedications to 394, 884
development 883–4
and Drant 292
family background 883
folio editions 1009
and Fraunce 369, 370
and Gosson 394
and Greville 403, 404
and Hakluyt 419
and Harvey, Gabriel 638
and Herbert, George 465
and Herbert, Mary 474, 885
and Howard, Henry 516
as influence 475
and Jonson 556
Meres on 679, 680
Moffett on 700, 701
open letter to Elizabeth I 884
parodied 677
Phillips on 787
on poetry 883
Psalms 474
reason/emotion 883
romances 804
on Sackville 850
Sidney-Pembroke psalter 72, 74, 475–6
as special envoy 884
sonnets 145
St Bartholomew’s Day Massacre 884
theory/practice 883
in verse miscellanies 1008–9
Whetstone’s elegy 1039
works
Apologie for poetrie see Defence of poesie
Arcadia (The countesse of Pembrokes
Astrophil and Stella 209, 245, 288, 308, 356, 408, 409, 468, 474, 677, 723, 726, 885, 887–9, 915, 958, 1080, 1082
The countesse of Pembrokes Arcadia see Arcadia
Defence of poesie (Apologie for poetrie) 248, 371, 475–6, 745, 769, 807, 850, 883–4, 885, 886–7, 889–90, 912
Old Arcadia 474, 885, 889
Zutphen battle 885
Sidney, Robert, earl of Leicester  890–2
  Cinque Ports  891
dedications to  892
  family background  890–1
  and James VI and I  891
  letters  892
  as patron  892
Sidney, Thomas  496
Sidney-Herbert circle  1078, 1079
Sidney-Pembroke psalter  72, 74, 475–6
Silcox, Mary V.  1045
Simmes, Valentine  578
Simon, Richard  615
Simons, Joseph  852
Simpson, James  588, 589, 978, 984
Simpson, Richard  153
Siraisi, Nancy G.  90, 127, 719
Sisson, C. H.  87
Six Articles, Act of (1539)  17, 40
Sixtus V, Pope  4
Skelton, John  892–6
  and Barclay  45
career  892–3
  and Crowley  240
  inspiration  461
  Latin and English languages  508
  perspective of/reputation  895, 896
  poet laureate claims  894–5
  range and diversity  893–4
  A replycacion  461, 893, 894
Stow on  931
  and Whittinton  1051
works
Skeltonic  893
Skinner, Quentin  494
Skura, Meredith  152, 1046
Slack, Paul  89, 128, 718, 720
Slaughter, Thomas P.  170
Slavery Act  897
slip-songs  107
A smale handfull of fragrant flowers (N.B.)  1008
Smart, Christopher  213
Smith, Betty: A tree grows in Brooklyn  137
Smith, Bruce R.  442
Smith, Emma  572
Smith, Gilbert  410
Smith, Hallett  475
Smith, Henry  546
Songes and sonettes: see Tottel, Richard
songs 105, 826
sonnet sequences 408, 409, 1009
sonnets
Barnfield 47, 48–9
defined 1007
English form 1084
Mannerist tradition 958
Petrarch 1082, 1083–4
Petrarchan 145–6, 209
Shakespeare 248, 409, 680, 868, 869, 872–3, 1082, 1084
Wyatt 1081
Sons of Ben 148, 480, 552, 821, 924
Sophocles: *Antigone* 1023
Sorbière, Samuel 162
soteriology 53
Sousa, Geraldo U. de 90
Southall, Raymond 875
Southampton, earl of: see Wriothesley, Henry
Southey, Robert 132
Southwell, Anne 898–900
Southwell, Elizabeth 899
Southwell, Robert 900–5
  canonized 901
  on Dyer 308
  family background 900–1, 904
  and Howard, Anne 468, 510–11
  as Jesuit 900–1, 904
  literature of tears 900, 902
  manuscript/print editions 901
  metaphysical poetry 900
  pastoral project 901
  recusancy 902–3
  spiritual meditation 901–2
  and Verstegan 1011
 works
  *An epistle of comfort* 10, 511, 592, 903–4
  *An epistle to his father* 511, 904
  *An humble supplication to her majestie* 511, 902
  *Saint Peters complaint* 75, 413, 511, 522, 681, 682, 902, 903
  *A short rule of good life* 511, 904
  *Triumphs over death* 511
The Southwell-Sibthorpe commonplace book 899
*A soveraigne antidote* 681
Sowerby, Robin 272
Sowerby, Tracy 714, 715
Soweram, Est 8, 905–6, 909
  *Ester hath hang’d Haman* 7, 11, 905–6, 944
Spagnuoli, Baptista (Mantuan) 45
Spalding, Augustine 420
Spanish Armada 3, 4, 268, 289, 314, 421, 522, 862
see also Armada literature
Speed, John 906–8
  and Broughton 907
  as cartographer 143, 906
  family background 907
  Stuart historiography 907
 works
  *The historie of Great Britaine* 84, 103, 907, 908
  *The theatre of the empire of Great Britaine* 504, 741–2, 907–8
Speed, William 447
Speght, Rachel 8, 905, 908–10
  *A mouzell for Melastomus* 7, 908, 944
Speght, Thomas: *The workes of our antient and lerned English poet, Geffrey Chavcer* 907, 908, 931
spelling of English 897
Spelman, Henry 143
Spencer, Gabriel 553, 558
Spencer, John: *A mad world, my masters* 688
Spenser, Edmund 910–17
  allegory 916
  and Andrewes 5
  and Bale 40
  and Barnfield 48
  biblical references 368
  and Bryskett 123
  and Burton 136
  on Camden 140
  and Cecil 912–13
  and Clifford 197–8
  on Daniel 248
  death of 916
  dedication to Sidney 884
  and Devereux 274
  Digby on 276
  and Drant 292
  and Elizabeth I 316
English language 6
  folio editions 1009
  and Goge 390
Spenser, Edmund (Continued)
and Harvey 451, 452, 453–4, 911
Higgins as influence 490
and Holinshed 501
as influence 121, 197, 223, 330, 916
in Ireland 124, 911, 914, 915
letter to Ralegh 913, 914
Meres on 680
patron 124
reputation 916–17
and Rich, Barnabe 830
river poetry 262, 803–4
on Sackville 850
and Sidney, Philip 475
and Smith, Thomas 897
sonnets 145, 409
on Stanyhurst 926
translation of Virgil 926
in verse miscellanies 1008–9
and Whitney 1045
works
  Amoretti 75, 910, 915, 958
  ‘Astrophel’ 124
  Colin Clouts come home againe 2, 124, 125, 189, 473, 915
  Daphnáída 392, 915
  ‘The doleful lay of Clorinda’ 124
  ‘Fowre hymns’ 255, 915
metrical psalms 800
  Mother Hubberds tale 741, 912–13, 914–15
  Mutability Cantos 100
  ‘The ruines of time’ 140, 144, 475
  The shepheardes calender 9, 27, 293, 352, 371, 377, 771, 809, 884, 910, 911–12, 915, 1026
  A vewe of the present state of Ireland 831, 916, 925
Spenser, Thomas 1062
Spiller, Elizabeth 828, 1025
Spiller, M. R. G. 298, 299, 616
Spinoza, Benedict 615, 704
Spira, Francis 129–30
spiritual autobiographies 363, 497, 1063
spirituality 856
Spittlehouse, John 157
Sponde, Jean de 181
Sprat, Thomas 109, 224, 226
  History of the Royal Society 226
Sprenger, Jacob: Malleus maleficarum (with Kramer) 856
Squirrel 383
Srigley, Michael 1002
St Albans Schoolmaster Printer 174
St Bartholomew’s Day Massacre 124, 289, 647, 734, 884, 1022–3
St Bartholomew’s Hospital 212
St George’s Hill community 1064
St German, Christopher 917–20
  family background 918
  works
    An answere to a letter 592
    Doctor and student 825, 918, 919
    Salem and Bizance 711, 919
St Paul’s Cathedral, rebuilding of 1013
St Paul’s Cathedral Library 1003
St Paul’s School 202
Stachniewski, John 138, 685
Stafford, Dorothy 920–1
  family background 920
  and Philips 921
  Tixall circle of poets 920
Stafford, Henry 59
  stage machinery 873
  stage sets 550
Stallybrass, Peter 208, 481
Stanbridge, John 921–3
  hand-written annotations 922
  grammars 921–2
  humanism 922
  schoolboys’ world 922–3
  and Whittinton 1051
  works
    Accidentia 921–2, 1051
    Vocabula 45
Stanley, James 221
Stanley, Thomas 923–5
  and Brome, Alexander 108
  family background and education 923
  friends and acquaintances 923–4
  and Hall, John 428, 429, 924
  and Lovelace 620
  marriage 59
and Marvell 663–4
on Shirley 924
works
Anacreontea 225
‘A register of friends’ 621, 923–4
Stanley, Venetia 275–6
Stansby, William 219, 805
**Stanyhurst, Richard** 925–7
on Aristotelian logic 925
family background and education 925
in Holinshed’s Chronicles 925, 926
humanism 925
Humphrey’s prefatory verses 526
on Ireland 500
metrical psalms 800, 802
pro-Catholic allegations 445
rebuttal of Ussher 926
vernacular poetry 926
Stapleton, Richard 1008
Stapleton, Thomas
biography of More, Thomas 713
A counterblast against M Hornes vain blast 365
translation of Bede 1011
*Tres Thomae* 318
Starkey, David 122
Starkey, Ralph 737
**Starkey, Thomas** 927–8
A dialogue between Pole and Lupset 424, 927–8
humanism 927, 928
political theories 927–8
Stationers’ Company
Ballad Partners 106
Bodley’s library 81
Crowley 239, 242
and Fleming 346
and Grafton 932
and Markham 640
and Marston 654
missing records 378
and Norton 746
and Streeter 936
and Sutcliffe 942
and Wither 1068–9
Stationers’ Register
Brandon 99
broadside ballads 106
Bryskett 124
Day 258
Deloney 267, 269, 270
Greene 402
Hake 418
Herrick 478
Kyd 572
Lanier 578
Leigh 584
Lovelace 623
Marvell 666
Neville, Frances 733
Peele 744
Pettie 779
Philips, Frances 786
Preston 795
Primrose 797
Shakespeare 868
Underdowne 994
Wroth 1077
Stauffer, Donald 153
Staveron, Frances 839
Steere, Dan 431
Stephen, St 367
Stephens, John 345
Stern, Tiffany 874
Sterne, Lawrence: *Tristram Shandy* 137
Sternhold, Thomas: see Sternhold and Hopkins
psalter
Sternhold and Hopkins psalter 71, 72, 658, 746,
763, 801, 802, 826, 1068
**Sterry, Peter** 928–30
as Cromwellian chaplain 928–9
Lovely Society 929–30
millenarianism 929
West Sheen phase 929–30
and Whichcote 1040
Stevenson, Allan H. 559
Stevenson, Jane 277, 920
Stevenson, W. 573
Steward, Augustine 145
Stewart, Alan 30, 883, 922
Stewart, Bernard 305
Stewart, Susan 965
*Still worse newes from Ireland* 593
Stoic philosophy
Beaumont, John 65, 66
Bryan 123
Burton 135, 136
Chapman 179
Stoic philosophy (Continued)

Christianized 100
Cudworth 243
Elizabeth I 316
and Ford 359
Greville 405
Howell, James 518
Persius 302
Stolber, Michael 238
Stone, Nicholas 81
Stonehenge 21
Stoppard, Tom: *The real thing* 359
Story, G. M. 2
Stoughton manuscript 1003

**Stow, John** 930–5

on Chaucer 931
family background and education 931
and Grafton 397–8
and Holinshed’s *Chronicles* 932–3
on iconoclasm 933, 934
and Leland 585, 589
on Lydgate’s text 931
and Munday 721
pro-Catholic allegations 445
on Skelton 896, 931
as urban chorographer 930, 933
works
*Annales* 931, 1059
*A survay of London* 721, 930, 931, 933, 934

**Stradling, John:** *Epigrammatum libri quatuor* 1034

Stradling family 356
Stafford, earl of: see Wentworth, Thomas
Stratford, William
*A compendious or briefe examination* 897
*A letter sent by I.B. gentleman* 897
Strangeways, Henry 77–8
Stranks, Charles James 58
Straznicky, Marta 153, 165, 625

**Streater, John** 1, 935–7

on Cromwell 935–6
family background 935
Harrington’s *Oceana* 438, 935, 936
newsbooks 936

**Strode, William** 937–8

in anthologies 937
Christ Church, Oxford 1003
Strong, Roy 316

Strype, John 26, 128, 934
Stuart, Esmé 558
Stuart, James 328, 329
Stuart, Ludovic 179
Stuart dynasty xlv, 87, 148–9, 425–6, 462, 907

**Stubbies, Philip** 938–40

and Deloney 268
pamphlet-writing 938–9
on Parry 939
*Anatomie of abuses* 456, 488, 744, 939
*studia humanitatis* xlvi
Studley, John 775
Stukeley, Thomas 772
Sturm, Johann 12–13
*The epistle sent to the cardinals and prelates* 714
*A very briefe and profitable treatise* 79

Stuteville, Martin 737
Succession, Act of (1534) 89

**Suckling, John** 940–1

and Brome, Alexander 109
and Brome, Richard 113
as Cavalier poet 147, 623
and Davenant 251, 252
Great Tew circle 384
and Waller 1014
works
‘Against fruition’ 1014
*Fragmenta aurea* 595, 940
*Letters to divers eminent personages* 595
‘The Sessions of the Poets’ 155
‘The wits’ 703

Suetonius 504, 708, 936
sugar 829
Sullivan, Ceri 998
Sullivan, Ernest W. Jr 1003, 1005
Sullivan, Paul 923
Summers, Claude J. 232
sumptuary regulations 953
supernatural occurrences 856
Supremacy, Act of 705
Supremacy Oath 320, 712
surgery, textbook of 211
Surigone, Stefano 922
Surrey, earl of: see Howard, Henry, earl of Surrey
Sussex’s Men 400

**Sutcliffe, Alice** 942–3
acrostics 942
Sutton, Dana 2
Suzuki, Mihoko 167, 943
Swaan, A. E. H. 103
Swann, Marjorie 121, 481
Sweeney, Anne 901, 903

A sweet nosgay (Whitney and Platt) 1007, 1009

**Swetnam, Joseph 943–5**

*The arraignment of lewde, idle, froward and unconstant women* 9, 905–6, 908, 943, 944

Swetnam Controversy 905, 944

*Swetnam the woman-hater* 905, 944

Swift, Jonathan

and Overton 751
parody 92
and Shepherd 877
works

*Gulliver’s travels* 1058

*Modest proposal* 781

*A tale of a tub* 1001

Swinburne, A. C. 180, 573, 688, 845

**Sylvester, Joshua 945–6**

Merchant Adventurers’ Company 945, 946
on Sackville 850
works

*Bartas: his deuine weekes and workes* 74, 97, 899, 945, 946

*The sacrifice of Isaac* 74

*The shipwreck of Jonah* 74

Sylvester, Richard S. 158, 159, 758, 840, 1051

Symons, Arthur 845

Symphosius: *Aenigmata* 564

Synod of Dort 430
syntax 922

Syon Bridgettine monastery 60
syphilis, tract on 767

Szczelowiecki, Krzysztof 227

Tacitus 37, 82, 144, 274, 462, 500, 533, 708

Taffin, Jean: *Of the marks of the children of God* 617

Talbot, Elizabeth 169

Talbot, George 416

Talbot, John 427

Tallis, Thomas 431

Talon, Omer 371

Talpin, Jean 340

Tamworth, John 952

Tannenbaum, S. 821

Tannijahhh, Theauroam: see Totney, Thomas

Tany, TheaurauJohn: see Totney, Thomas

Tarleton, Richard 456, 562, 1059

*Tarrarantantara turba tumultuosa* 455

Tasso, Bernardo 124, 125

Tasso, Torquato

and Daniel 245

and Drummond 297
against marriage 958

and Milton 692

works

*Aminta* 121

Gerusalemme liberata 329, 330, 1014

*Il padre di famiglia* 574

Tate, Nahum 226, 301, 803

Tatham, John 258, 620

Tavener, Richard 767, 795, 986

*The garden of wysdom* 795
taxation rebellion 892

Taylor, Anne 196

Taylor, Edward 617

Taylor, Gary 684, 685, 874

Taylor, George Coffin 410

**Taylor, Jeremy 947–8**

Taylor, John 949–50

guide to London taverns 950
journeys 949–50
on Massinger 669

as water poet  xlviii, 219, 510, 764, 844, 949, 950

works

*The nipping or snipping of abuses* 844, 949

*Taylor’s motto* 1068

*Taylors Urania* 264, 949

*Tom Nashe his ghost* 725

Taylor, Joseph 702

Taylor, M. 874

Taynor, Julie: *Titus* 874

Teltroth, Thomas: see Swetnam, Joseph

Temple, William 475, 748–9

‘Upon the gardens of Epicurus’ 848

Tennyson, Alfred Lord 121, 520

Terence 335, 762, 867, 988

Teresa of Avila, St 205, 234
terza rima 1081, 1087, 1088

Teskey, Gordon 916, 917

*The testament of the twelve patriarches* 960

Theatre of Cruelty 359
theatres
  closure of 113
  culture of 725
  emblems 324–5
  female audience 880
  Jonson 557–8
  plague 111–12
  see also specific playhouses
Theobald, Lewis 451
  The double falsehood 348
Theophrastus: Ethical characters 430
Thimelby, Gertrude 950–2
  on St Catherine 951
  in Tixall poetry 951
Thimelby, Katherine 920–1, 950
Thirty-Nine Articles 187, 743
Thirty Years War 103, 116, 447, 539, 736, 1074, 1078
This is the boke of cokery 828
Thomas, M. Wynn 610
Thomas, Max W. 562, 563
Thomas, William 952–4
  executed 952, 953
  and Hoby 498
  in Italy 952
  on Livy 953
  from Machiavelli’s writings 953
Thompson, James: The castle of indolence 916
Thomson, David 922
Thorius, John 191
Thornton, Alice 954–5
Thornton, Roger 104
Thornton, William 954–5
Thorowgood, Thomas 718
  Jews in America 448
Thorpe, William 42
Thou, Jacques-August de 142
  Historia sui temporis 37
‘Three blind mice’ 826
Three Estates 155
Throckmorton, Elizabeth 816, 817
Throckmorton, Job 649
Thucydides 492, 500
Thuloe, John 253
  thumb book 1033
Thurgood, Rose xlix, 547–8
Thurloe, John 730
Thynne, Francis 500
Thynne, Maria 99
Thynne, Thomas 122
Tichborne, Chidiock xlix, 955–7
  in Babington Plot 955, 956
  works
    ‘Tichborne’s lamentation’ xlix, 955, 957
Tilley, M. P. 796
Tillottson, John 188, 1040, 1041
Tillyard, E. M. W. 502
2 Timothy 186
Tiptoft, John 174, 675
Tiresias 122
Titus 186
Titus, Silius 865
Tixall circle of poets 920
Tixall letters 951
Tixall poetry 951
Tofte, Robert 957–9
  ‘The fruits of jealousie’ 136, 958
  on Varchi 958
  translations from Italian 958
Toland, John 437, 438
Tomicki, Piotr 227
Tomlinson, Sophie 703
Tompson, John: The daily intelligence 594
Tonson, Jacob 301, 303
  Miscellaneous poems 301
  publishing The satires of Juvenal and Persius 302
Topcliffe, Richard 901
Topsell, Edward: Historie of four-footed beastes 700
Torriano, Giovanni 355
Torsellino, Orazio 920
  torture 746
Totney, Thomas 959–60
  in English Civil War 959
  as goldsmith 959
Totó, Giulia 330
Tottel, Richard 1
  and Fleming 346
  and Grafton 397
  printing
  Howard, Henry’s work 513, 1082
  Tusser’s works 975
  Wyatt’s poetry 10, 1082
  works
INDEX 1183

*Songes and sonettes* 123, 371, 411, 432, 515, 516, 564–5, 1004, 1007, 1082

*Three bokes of duties* 411

*Tottel’s miscellany: see Tottel, Richard, Songes and sonettes*

‘*Touchet, George*’ 255–6

Touchet, Lucy 99

‘*Touchet, Mervin*’ 256

Tourneur, Cyril 960–2

and Cecil family 960–1

satire 961

works

 *The atheist’s tragedie* 572, 961

 *The revengers tragedie* 684, 961

Townshend, Roger 353

*Townshend, Aurelian* 962–4

anti-masques 963

and Carew 148

family background 962

and Jones, Inigo 962

masques 962–3

and Queen’s Ladies 963

Tracy, P. B. 720

Tracy, William 435

tragicomedy 62, 349, 687, 879

Traherne, Thomas 964–8

Bayly on 58

family background 964

and Lok, Henry 617

Neoplatonism 965

as poet of felicity 964, 966–7

religious poems 75

self-love 966, 968

theological beliefs 966

*translatio studii et imperii* concept 247

translations

and adaptation 564

classical texts 79

Dryden on 272, 301

Florio on 354

metaphrase/paraphrase/imitation 301, 800

Sandys on 853

transubstantiation, doctrine of 26, 583, 877

Traphnel, Anna 968–72

and Cary, Mary 156, 157

and Chidley 186

imprisoned 970, 971

as visionary 968–9

*The travailes of the three English brothers* 563

travel literature 90, 135, 136, 216, 805–6, 1021

Travers, Walter 338

Travitsky, Betty S. 328, 329, 413, 1049

Tremellius, Immanuel 71–2, 73

Trent, Council of 543, 851

Treverys, Peter 918, 1052

Trible, Evelyn B. 638

Tridentine primer 1011

Trill, Suzanne 102, 425, 426

The trimming of Thomas Nashe (Trinity College barber) 726

Trinitarian controversy 244

Trinity College, Cambridge 767

Trotte, Nicholas 520

Trotter, David 224, 225

Trubowitz, Rachel 165

Trudeau, Lawrence J. 151, 154

A true and plaine declaration... William Parry 595

The true copies of sundrie letters... Bohemia 594

The true copies of the letters betwene... John bishop of Sarum and D. Cole 594

A true copy... prince of Parma 594

The true Levellers standard advanced 1064

A true relation of the... horrible murder committed by John Bartram 593–4

A true report of the death and martyrdom of M. Campion (Anon) 8–9

Trueman, Carl R. 984

Tuck, Richard 494

Tuckney, Anthony 1040, 1041

Tudeau-Clayton, Margaret 926

Tudor, Edmund 59

Tudor dynasty xlv, 37, 211, 246, 502, 608, 768

The Tudors 758

tunes for ballads 107–8

Tung, Mason 1045

Tunstall, Cuthbert 710, 757, 979

Turbervile, George 972–5

autobiographical elements 973–4

compared with Whitney, Isabella 1048

family background 972

on Howard, Henry 974

as influence 392

in Russia 973

on Sackville 850
Turbervile, George (Continued)
translations 972–3

works
Booke of hawking 378, 379
Epitaphs, epigrams, songs and sonnets 564, 565, 972, 973–4
The heroycall epistles 972, 993
A plaine path to perfect vertue 418, 973

Turks 104
Turner, Anne 740
Turner, Henry 726
Turner, William 651
Turnhout, battle of 891

Tusser, Thomas 975–6
Five hundreth good pointes
of husbandrie 828, 975, 976, 1048
Tuve, Rosamund 566
Twain, Mark: The adventures of Huckleberry Finn 133
Two noble ladies 103
Tywe, Thomas 608
Tyacke, Nicholas 188, 339
Tye, Christopher: The acts of the apostles 73
Tyler, Evan 523

Tyler, Margaret 976–8
early feminism 977
female readers 978
translations 976, 977

Tymme, Thomas: The three parts of commentaries 289

Tyndale, William 978–85
allegory and reading 980–3
bible translation 6, 43, 70–1, 710, 978–80, 983
early English Protestantism 978–9
executed 980
false allegory 983
family background and education 979
godly reading 982–3
grammatical metaphor 980, 981
and Latimer 582
and More, Thomas 543, 919
mortalism 750
new words 75
reception and criticism 983–5
and Shepherd 878
Supper of the Lorde 239
The obedience of a Christen man 790, 979, 980, 981, 982–3
typology 472
tyrrannicide 864–5

Tyrrel, Margaret 976

Tyrwhit, Elizabeth 985–7
family background 985
Hours of the Cross 986
manuscript poem 987
metrical version of Psalm 134 986
in The monument of matrones 733
and Parr, Katherine 767
prayer-book 986–7

Udall, John 617
Udall, Nicholas 988–92
and Erasmus 988–9, 991
family background and education 988
and Humphrey 525
imprisoned 988
and Parr, Katherine 767
reformist agenda 988
tragedy of the papacy 989
translations 988, 992
verse drama 988, 989
writing for schoolboys and choristers 989–90
works
Floures for Latine spekynge 988
Flowers or eloquent phrases 490

Ulysses 15
Underdowne, Thomas 993–4
and Sackville as patron 993
translation of Heliodorus 993
Underhill, Edward 877
Underwood, William 651
Uniformity, Act of 86, 87, 482, 964, 1041, 1056
Union, Acts of 609
universities/verse miscellanies xlviii, 1003
university sermons 862–3
University Wits 1023
urban chorography 930, 933
Urban VIII, Pope 37
Urfe, Honoré d’: Astrée 1077
Urmeston, Clement 824
Urquhart, Thomas 994–6
family background and education 994–5
linguistic innovation 996
translation of Rabelais 995, 996
Usher, Brett 27
Ussher, James 142, 344, 809, 926
utopianism 36, 448–9

Vadianus, Joachim: Vom alten und neuen Gott 651
Vair, Guillaume du 100
  Morall philosophy of the stoicks 222
Valdés, Juan de: Hundred and ten considerations 471
Valency, Maurice 153
Valla, Lorenzo 953
van der Noot, Jan: A theatre wherein be represented 910
Van Dyck, Anthony 276
van Heertum, Cis 943, 944
Van Leeuwen, Henry 188
van Veen, Otto: Amorum emblemata 1011
Vane, Henry 440
Varchi, Benedetto: The blazon of jealousie 958

Vaughan, Henry 997–1000
  as devotional poet 997, 998
  ecological perspective 999
  and Established Church 232
  family background and education 997
  on God 966
  and Lok, Henry 617
  metaphysical insights 234–5
  metrical psalms 473, 800
  music of 58
  Philips, Katherine, on 783
  religious poems 75
  as Royalist 70
  works
    Olor Iscanus 997, 1002
    Silex scintillans 465, 998, 1000
    Thalia rediviva 998, 1002
Vaughan, John 155, 377
Vaughan, Richard, second earl of Carbery 947

Vaughan, Thomas 1001–2
  family background and education 1001
  and More, Henry 705
  occult 1001
  prefaces 1001
  Rosicrucianism 999, 1001
  scientific notebooks 1002
Vautrollier, Thomas 475
Vavasour, Anne 259
Vecchi, Linda 909

Veech, T. M. 851
Veever, Erica 703
Vegio, Maffeo 286
Veldener, Johannes 173
Vellutello, Alessandro: Il Petrarca con l’esposizione 524
Vendler, Helen 872
Venice 218
Vere, Susan 1077
Vergil, Polydore 634
  Anglica historia 427, 500–1, 587, 708, 758
Vermiglio, Pietro Martire 542
vernacular literature xlvi, xlvii, 304, 926
Vernulaeus, Nicolaus 852
verse miscellanies, manuscript 1002–6
  amongst friends 1006–7
  collectors and institutions 1003–4
  and commonplace books 208
  compilers 1003
  critical issues 1004–5
  editorial issues 1004–5
  poetry anthologies 1004
  universities/Inns of Court 1068
verse miscellanies, printed xlviii, 102, 1006–10
  quality and forms of poetry 1008

Verstegan, Richard 1010–12
  family background 1010
  as intelligencer 1010, 1011
  on martyrs 1010
  printer for Alfield 1010
  Psalm translations 1011
  works
    The copy of a letter . . . Spanish gentleman 593
    Odes in imitation of the seven penitential psalms 75, 413, 800, 1011
Vesalius, Andreas 237
Vespucci, Amerigo 706
vestiarian controversy 239, 241
via media 431, 506
Vicari, Patricia E. 137
Vickers, Brian 492, 506, 575, 773
Victorian fiction 132–3
Victorian poets 916
Vieth, David M. 1003, 1005
Vigor, Simon 340
Villiers, Francis 662, 923
Villiers, George, first duke of Buckingham
assassinated 153, 1013
and Bacon, Francis 31, 33, 35
and Bayly 57
and Corbett 215
Isle du Rhé expedition 478
and James VI and I 539
and Jonson 554
and Montagu 702
and Porter 84
satirized 669–70
and sister 153
and Wroth 1078
Villiers, George, second duke of Buckingham
and Beaumont, John 66
and Marvell 662
The rehearsal 662
and Stanley 923
Villiers family 942
Vincent, Augustine 1033
Vincent, C. J. 780
Vines, Richard 1056
Virgil
Dryden’s translations 303
Farnaby’s edition 335
in Hutchinson’s commonplace books 528
as influence 125, 203, 480, 850
Ogilby translations 747, 748
Stanyhurst’s translation 926
works
Aeneid 174, 221, 224, 271–2, 285–6, 383, 440, 513, 605, 642, 747, 853, 926, 1014
Eclogues 440, 605, 747, 1026
Georgics 272, 411, 673, 747, 1026
Virginia 441–2, 443, 449, 816
Virginia Company 420, 492, 800, 853
visionaries 1054–5
see also prophecy
vitalism 164, 165, 1001, 1002
Vitriaco, Jacobus de 752
Vitruvius Pollio, Marcus 550
Vives, Juan Luis 136, 714, 988
Instruction of a Christian woman 769, 839
Introduction to wisdome 768
Office and dutie of an husband 767
von Baldhoven, Martinius 1035
von Maltzahn, Nicholas 734, 735
Vos, Alvin 715
Vossius, G. J. 72
Vossius, Isaac 335
Vulcanius, Bonaventura 1045
Wabuda, Susana 365, 367
Waite, Arthur Edward 1002
Wakefield, Robert 757
Wakelin, Daniel 674, 675, 922
Waldegrave, Robert 649
Wales
English administrator in 474
Hartlib in 1041
Llwyd on 608
rebellion 774
Union, Acts of 609
see also Welsh language translations
Walker, Greg 122, 318, 320, 745, 849
Walker, Kim 426
Walkley, Thomas 1015
Brittain’s Ida 353
Wall, Sarah Elizabeth 20
Wall, Wendy 413, 778, 829, 1048
Wallace 633
Wallace, John M. 494
Waller, Edmund 1013–17
amatory verses 1013–14
architecture 1013, 1016
and Brome, Alexander 109
and Charles I 1013
classical and biblical sources 1014
collaborative translation of Corneille 1013, 1016
in decline 1016
epic devices 1014
friendships 1015
heroic couplet 1013
and Hutchinson 493
and Lenthall 155
in Long Parliament 1015
on Lovelace 623
and Marvell 666
reputation 1013, 1017
and Suckling 1014
works
‘Of love’ 384
‘A panegyrick to my Lord Protectorate’ 528
Waller’s Plot 1015
Wallington, Nehemiah 618–19
Wallis, John 495
Wallis, Lawrence B. 64
Walsingham, Francis
and Andrews 5
and Constable 209
dedications to 626
and Gosson 394
and Hakluyt 419, 421
and Howard, Anne 510
and Rainolds 813
and Watson 1023
and Wilson, Thomas 1061
Walton, Izaak 1017–19
and Brome 109
and Donne 1017
family background 1017
on Fletcher, Phineas 353
on Herbert, George 472
as literary biographer 1017–18, 1019
and ‘The nymph’s reply’ 817
works
The compleat angler 108, 221, 946, 1017, 1018
Life of Hooker 725
The life of Mr George Herbert 468
Reliquiae Wottonianae 1074
Walwins wiles 1020
Walwyn, William 1019–20
antinomianism 1019
The compassionate Samaritane 948
and Edwards 312, 313
and Levellers 1020
and Lilburne 597, 598, 1020
on Magna Carta 600
and Overton 750, 1020
pamphlets against Edwards 1020
religious toleration 1019–20
Wands, John Millar 430
Waquet, Françoise 922
War of the Theatres: see Poetomachia
Ward, B. M. 973
Ward, Nathaniel 97
Ward, Seth 1058
Wardle, Ralph M. 1002
Warham, William 979
Warkentin, Germaine 397
Warley, Christopher 778
Warner, J. C. 825
Warner, John 948
Warner, Walter 442
Warner, William 1021–2
Meres on 679, 680
translation of Plautus’ Menaechmi 1022
‘A warning for all desperate women’ 107
A warning for fair women (Anon) 388
Warren, Austin 231, 232–3, 234
Warszewicki, Stanislaw 994
Watkins, Richard 780
Watson, Nicholas 983
Watson, Robert N. 965
Watson, Thomas 1022–4
adapting Petrarch 1023
Amyntas 370, 1023, 1024
bricolage 1023
as Latin poet 1022
Mannerist sonnets 958
patrons of 1023
reputation 1023, 1024
translations 1022–3
Watt, Diane 970, 971
Wayland, John 39
Weamys, Anna 1024–6
commendatory poems 1025
Wear, Andrew 90, 127, 719
weavers 269–70
Webb, Henry 831
Webb, John 550
Webbe, William 1026–7
on de Vere 259
A discourse of English poetrie 189, 1026–7
on Golding 387
letter to Wilmot 1026
poetic reform 1026
on Spenser 916
on Tusser 976
Weber, A. S. 544
Weber, Henry 359
Weber, Kurt 155
Webster, John 1027–32
collaboration 1027, 1028, 1029
commendatory verses 1028
cultural order 1032
family background 1027–8
Fitzgeffrey on 345
and Fletcher 347, 348
and Ford 357
Webster, John (Continued)

and Munday 720
patronage-seeking 1029
river spectacles 1030
with Rowley 843
and The Spanish tragedy 573

works
The Dutchesse of Malfy 759, 844, 1027, 1029, 1030–1
North-ward hoe (with Dekker) 178, 1028
The white devil 261, 325, 1027, 1028–9, 1030–1

Weekes, John 478

Weever, John 1032–4

and Breton 102
epigrams 344
epyllion 1033
in Poetomachia 1032, 1033
satirical verse 1032

The whipping of the satyre 345, 414, 1032, 1033

Weiser, David 543
Weiss, Adrian 378
Well, Jeremiah 216
Weller, Barry 150, 154
Wells, H. G.: The first men in the moon 386

Welsh, John 676

Welsh language translations 241

Wentworth, Thomas
and Cary, Lucius 155
and Davenant 252
and Denham 272
execution of 195
Irish playhouse 881
letters attributed to 593
and Ogilby 747
and Waller 1015

West, Colonel 336
West, Philip 998
Westfall, Suzanne 341
Westminster Abbey Library 1003
Westminster Assembly 396
Westminster School 5
Weston, Alice 340
Weston, Corinne 155

Weston, Elizabeth Jane 1034–6

as correspondent 1034
encomia 1034–5
epitaphs 1034

family background 1034
as neo-Latinist 1034, 1035
Weston, James 740
Weston, Richard 740
Westonia: see Weston, Elizabeth Jane
wetnurses 201
Weever, Richard: Lusty Juventus 744
Weyer, Johann: De praestigiis daemonum 856
Whaldpole, William 823
Whalley, Edward 53
Wharton, George: Mercurius elencticus 601, 602
Wharton, T. F. 657–8

Wheare, Degov 142, 1036–7
Wheathill, Anne 1037–9
Wheatley, Chloë 931
Wheelock, Abraham 22

Whetstone, George 1039–40
biography 1040
elegies 1039
on Mary, Queen of Scots 1040
source for Shakespeare 1039
works
The censvre of a loyall subject 955, 956, 1040
A remembrance of the wel imployed
life 381, 1039

Whichcote, Benjamin 1040–2
publishing history 1041
religious rationalism 1040
simplicity of language 1041–2
and sympathizers 1041
Whigham, Frank 1031
Whipper pamphlets 102, 414

Whipple, T. K. 564
Whitaker, Jeremiah 1056
Whitaker, Katie 162
Whitaker, Martha 108

Whitchurch, Edward 38, 39, 397
White, Beatrice 1051
White, Ed 443
White, Eileen 829
White, John 441–2
White, Micheline 617, 658, 659
White, Paul Whitfield 41, 849

White, Robert 1042–4
Deptford Ladies’ Hall 1042
White, Thomas 276
White, William, bookseller 841
Whitehead, Neil 819
INDEX 1189

Whitehorne, Peter 831
Whitelock, Bulstrode 253, 601
Whitford, Richard 766
Whitgift, John, archbishop of Canterbury and Andrewes 5
and Aylmer 27
and Bacon, Francis 31
Book of Common Prayer 338
and Cartwright 543
consecration 1037
and Devereux 462
responses to Marprelate 452, 650
see also Bishops’ Ban
Whiting, Richard 588
Whitney, Charles 749
Whitney, Geoffrey 1044–6
A choice of emblemes 323–4, 804, 1044–5, 1047
Dudley as patron 1044
family background 1044
as influence 1045
and Whitney, Isabella 1047
Whitney, Isabella xlviii, 1046–50
anonymous publishing 9
anthologized 1049
mock will 1048
poetic comparisons 1048
secular verse collection 1046
verses in narrative frame 1047
works
The copy of a letter 1009, 1046, 1047, 1049
A sweet nosgay (with Platt) 1007, 1009, 1047–8
Whittinton, Robert 1050–2
on Horman 508
printers 1052
school text books 1050–1
and Stanbridge 922
translations 1052
Wolsey for patron 1051
Whitworth, Charles 611
The whole booke of Psalms: see Sternhold and Hopkins psalter
Whythorne, Thomas 1052–4
Autobiography 486, 1052, 1053
collected verses 1053
collection of songs 1053
and Heywood 1052
as music teacher 1052–3
Wiedeman, Barbara 717
Wiggin, Pauline G. 845
Wiggins, Alison 565
Wight, Sarah 1054–5
Wilcher, Robert 622
Wilcox, Helen 472
Wild, Robert 1055–7
as Presbyterian minister 1056–7
satirical poet 1055–6
Wilensky, M. L. 307
Wiles, David 562, 563
Wilinksy, John 505
Wilkes, Geoffrey A. 405
Wilkins, George 258, 615, 843
Essay concerning a real character 615
Wilkins, John 1057–8
artificial language 1057, 1058
and Boyle 91
to Hartlib 996
Latitudinarian movement 1057–8
natural theology 1057
in Royal Society 495, 1058
science fiction 1057
scientific writings 1057
and Whichcote 1041
works
Discourse concerning a new world 386
Mathematicall magick 386, 1057
William III 302, 303
William of Orange 387, 404
William Shakespeare’s Romeo + Juliet 874
William Tell story 218
William the Silent 884
Williams, Franklin B. 474
Williams, Ieuan M. 609
Williams, John 479
Williams, Penry 817, 955
Williams, R. Grant 137
Williams, Raymond: The country and the city 556
Williams, Roger 312
Actions of the lowe countries 463
Williams, Roger (American minister) 996
Williamson, George 67–8
Williamson, Joseph 344, 738, 739
Willis, John 325
Willoughby, Catherine 432
Willoughby, Henry 352
Wilmot, John 1016
  ‘An allusion to Horace’ 1016
  in Gyldenstolpe manuscript 1003
Wilmot, Robert: *Tragedie of Tancred and Gismund* 1026
Wilson, F. P. 192, 796
Wilson, John Dover 630
Wilson, Kenneth J. 320
**Wilson, Robert** 1059–60
  *The coblers prophesie* 629, 1059
  critical attention to 1060
  *Meres* on 680
Wilson, Thomas 1060–2
  and Chaloner 176
  and Cheke 182, 183
  and Cox 227
  and Elizabeth I 1061, 1062
  humanism 182
  in Padua 1061
  as statesman and humanist 1060–1
  works
    *The arte of rhetorique* 339, 1061, 1062
    *The rule of reason* 339, 990, 1061, 1062
**Willy beguiled** 794
Winderbank, Michael 315
Wingfield, Edward 191
Wingfield, Humphrey 12, 13
**Winstanley, Gerrard** 1062–7
  and Clarkson 193
  communal living 1063, 1064, 1066
  and Diggers 77, 1062–7
  as dissenter 336
  egalitarian beliefs 23
  to Fairfax 1064
  family background 1063
  literary criticism 1066
  millenarianism 1063
  Norman yoke concept 1064–5
  against private property 440, 1063
  tract-writing 1063
Winstanley, William: *Lives* 353
Winterbottom, Michael 573
Winters, Yvor 403, 405
Wiseman, Susan 25, 166, 426, 735, 792, 1055
Wiseman, Susan J. 165
Wishart, George 569
witchcraft
  Brome, Richard, on 111
  executions 357
  Fairfax on 330–1
  More on 704
  Phillips on 788
  Scot on 855, 856
**Wither, George** 1067–71
  anti-aristocratic aesthetic 1069
  biography of 1067
  and Brooke 114
  and Browne, William 120
  commensatory verses on 942
  on Cromwell 1070–1
  devotional emblems 804
  eclogues 1068
  family background 1067
  imprisoned 1070
  James VI and I 1068–9
  on New Model Army 1070
  and Onslow 1070
  pamphlet-writing 1067, 1069–70
  prophecy 1067, 1069
  Sidney, Robert as patron 892
  Stationer’s Company 1068–9
  as *terrae filius* 1070
  works
    *Abuses stript, and whipt* 115, 1067
    *Collection of emblemes, ancient and moderne* 324, 1069
    *The Psalms of David translated into lyrick verse* 72, 1068, 1069
Witherspoon, Alexander 153
Withington, Phil 897
Wits recreation 9, 688
Wits Trenchmour 102
The *Wizard of Oz* 133
Wofford, Susanne 916
Wolf, Edwin Jr 1004, 1005
Wolfe, Heather 150, 152, 154
Wolfe, John
  Bryskett’s work 124
  Chute’s work 191
  and Harvey 452, 454
  Hayward’s work 461–2
  works
    *Cephalus* 192
    *Procris* 192
    *Remonstrances, to the duke de Mayne* 191
    *Verses of prayse and ioye* 956
Wolle, Reginald 1, 445, 499
Wolff, S. L. 994

**Wolley, Hannah** 1071–3
cookbooks 1071–2
and Jinner 545
medical knowledge 1072–3
pirated versions 1072, 1073
target readership 829

Wolley, John: *A revyving of the deade* 190

Wolsey, Thomas
and Cavendish, George 158
and Churchyard 189
and Colet 203
Hall, Edward, against 427
Heywood, John, against 484
and Morison 714
and Pace 757, 758
and Roper 839
and Skelton 893, 895
St German on 918
and Whittinton 1051

women
actors 345
anonymity 9, 10–11
authorship 9, 10–11, 900, 906, 1025, 1048, 1077
biography 150
defence of 7, 17, 73
education for 717–18
garden as female mind 205
literary assaults on 7, 8
Neoplatonic ideal 468, 880
public discourse 1055
Puritanism 547–8
as readers 7, 399, 779, 797, 978, 1072
role in Cavalier poets 149
status of 1084–5
writers *see specific women authors*

women writers/Perdita Project 1003

Wong, Samuel 137

Wood, Anthony a
*Athenae Oxonienses* 213, 383–4, 620, 878
and Aubrey 22
on Coppe 213
on Corbett 214
on Cox 227
and Farnaby 334
on Fisher 343

on Harrington 437
on Leland 586, 588
on Lovelace 620
on Massinger 668
on Neville 735
on Pettie 779
on Rastell 822
on Underdowne 993

Wood, Nicholas 949
Woodbridge, John 96
woodcut illustrations 107, 365
Woodford, Samuel 803
Woodrooffe, William 833
Woodville, Anthony: *The dictes* 174
Woodville, Elizabeth 59
Woolf, D(aniel) R. 84, 85, 501, 817, 932
Woolf, Virginia 117, 749
Woolfson, Jonathan 715
Worcester, battle of 995
Worcester’s Men 258, 260, 261, 486, 563
Worcestershire Association 54

Worde, Wynkyn de
and Caxton 60, 173, 174, 175
and Copland 211
*Hick Scorner* 822
publishing
Hawes’s work 461
Skelton’s work 894
Whittinton 1052

Worden, Blair 438, 664, 730, 731, 735, 745, 936
wordplay 869
Wordsworth, William 222, 965
Worms New Testament 979
Worrall, Andrew 49
Worsley, Lucy 170
Wortham, James 387
Worthen, W. B. 874
Worthington, John 1040

Wotton, Edward 700

**Wotton, Henry** 1073–5
and Coryate 218
and Devereux 274
Donne as influence 1073, 1074
occasional verse 1073, 1074
*Reliquiae Wottonianae* 595
travels and diplomatic posts 1073–4
Walton’s *Life* of 1019

Woudhuysen, H. R. 1004
Wray, Ramona 834
Wren, Christopher 273, 551, 1058
Wright, Abraham 878, 880
Wright, Cuthbert 106
Wright, Edward 80, 106
Wright, Gillian 121, 253
Wright, John 106
Wright, Sarah 969

**Wright, Thomas 1075–6**
and Alabaster 2
as moral philosopher 1075–6
psychology 1075
self-knowledge 1075–6
spiritual treatises 1075
Wriothesley, Henry, earl of Southampton 46, 191, 355, 492, 868
Wriothesley, Richard 17, 19

**Wroth, Mary** 1, 1076–81
as daughter of Sidney, Robert 891
dedication to 1072, 1076
family background 1076–7
and Jonson 554, 556
as niece of Sidney, Philip 890
publication 786
romances 804
*Countesse of Mountgomeries Urania* 977, 1024, 1077–9

**Wyatt, Thomas** xlix, l, 1081–8
as ambassador 1081, 1082
in Arundel-Harington manuscript 431, 432, 1002
and Boleyn 1081, 1085
and Bryan 122
courtly love 1083–7
in Devonshire manuscript 1002
family background 1081
and Godolphin 384
and Henry VIII 1081–2
and Howard, Henry 512, 516
and Humphrey 525
Leland on 588
manuscript versions 1082
Meres on 680
love lyrics 1082–3
metrical psalms 800, 802
penitential psalms 72, 1088
poetic ‘I’ 309
reputation 896
and Scott, Alexander 858
in *Songs and sonettes* 10, 411, 1007
translating Plutarch 123
translating French and Italian
poetry 1082
versification 764
works
‘The longe love, that in my thought doeth harbar’ 513, 1083–4
‘Sighs are my food’ 122
‘Sufferings in sorrow’ (?) 875–6
‘Who so list to hunt’ 75, 1085
Wyatt, Thomas, the younger’s rebellion 39, 341–2, 432
Wycherley, William 882
Wycliffe, John 70, 239, 366, 987
Wyer, Robert 720, 918
Wynne-Davies, Marion 152, 154, 625, 797, 839, 840, 1043
Xenophon 504
‘Life of Agesilaus’ 763
Yale, D. E. C. 419
Yale University 1003
Yamada, Yuzo 644
Yates, Frances 180, 324–5, 354
Yates, Julian 724
Yelverton, Christopher 520
Yorkshire rising 735
Young, Bartholomew 780
Young, John T. 307
Young, Neil 88
Young, R. V. 234, 998
Young, Thomas 694
zeugma 1015
Zim, Rivkah 850
Zouche, Richard 494
Zutphen battle 885, 891